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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

OVERVIEW

Background

The Organizational Assessment Package (OAP) is a

survey instrument package that was designed to support the

mission objectives of the Air Force Leadership and Manage-

ment Development Center (LMDC), Maxwell AFB, Alabama

(Hendrix & Halverson, 1979; p. 5). One of the primary mis-

sion objectives of LMDC is to provide consultative services

to Air Force commanders. This consultative role involves

identification of organizational problems and recommendations

for resolving the problems identified.

The OAP was "designed to measure the basic compo-

nents of the Three Component Organizational Effectiveness

Model" (Hendrix & Halverson, 1979; p. 6). The model (see

Figure 1) describes the effectiveness of an organization as

a function of managerial style, the situational environment,

and the selected criteria.

The OAP is a modular survey instrument. The three

components of the organizational effectiveness model are

measured by different modules (or inventories) within the

OAP (Hendrix, 1979; p. 6). The managerial style component

1
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M -- Managerial Style

SI -- Supervisory Inventory

S -- Situational Environment
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OCI -- Organizational Climate Inventory

PPI -- Perceived Productivity Inventory

Figure 1

Three Component Organizational Effectiveness Model
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of the model is measured by the Supervisory Inventory (SI).

The situational environment component of the model is

measured by two modules--the Job Inventory (JI) and the

Background Inventory (BI). Finally, the criteria selected

for measuring organizational effectiveness included satis-

faction with job, organizational climate, and perceived

productivity. These criteria are measured by three separate

modules--the Job Satisfaction Questionnaire (JSQ), the

Organizational Climate Inventory (OCI), and the Perceived

Productivity Inventory (PPI). Each module within the OAP

was designed to be used independently, or as a part of the

total package (Hendrix, 1979; p. 16). This modular concept

provides a flexible instrument package which can be used in

total or in part.

Statement of the Problem

The OAP is the basic tool used by LDC consultant

teams in identifying the strengths and weaknesses within

organizational work groups. Currently, the identification

of the strengths and weaknesses is performed by manually

analyzing basic statistical data (means, standard deviations,

and frequency distributions) provided by computer for each

item and factor measured by the OAP. The consultant teams

are then required to review all of the data to determine the

strengths and weaknesses of the organization being evaluated.

A need exists for the development of an automated OAP

3



analysis system which will identify the strengths and weak-

nesses of the organizational work groups. In addition, the

system must be able to accommodate modifications to the OAP

without destroying the overall output framework of the sys-

tem.

Objectives of the Research

The overall objective of the research was to identify

an adaptable computer program design for analyzing the data

collected by the OAP which would be responsive to the needs

of the LMDC consultants in evaluating the effectiveness of

an organization. In addition, the computer program must be

k adaptable in that it will retain the flexibility and modu-

larity concepts designed into the OAP. This objective was

accomplished by the following set of subobjectives:

1. Review of previous computer-based survey guided

development efforts.

2. Understand the current system for analyzing the

data collected by the OAP.

3. Identify the requirements for the proposed OAP

analysis system.

4. Define the program development specifications

for the proposed system.

5. Define the system design specifications for the

proposed system.

4



Due to the time constraints involved, no attempt was

made to actually code and implement the proposed OAP analy-

sis system. Recommendations pertaining to the coding and

implementation of the system, however, are given in

Chapter 5.

METHODOLOGY

The body of the system development effort was

divided into the following five phases:

1. Literature search

2. Review of current analysis system

k 3. Requirements analysis

4. Development specification

5. System design specification

Literature Search

A literature search was conducted at the outset of

the development of the proposed OAP analysis system. The

objective of the search was to identify previous computer-

based survey guided development efforts which might have

some application to the proposed system. The results of the

search are presented in Chapter 2. The search concentrated

on military and military-related efforts; in particular, the

U.S. Navy Human Resource Management Program and the U.S.

Army Organization Effectiveness Program were studied.

5



Review of Current Analysis

System

An extensive review of the current system for

analyzing the OAP was also conducted and the results are

included in Chapter 2. This review provided a bench mark

or reference point from which the proposed system was

designed. The review was conducted by interviewing the

various personnel involved with the current system. In

addition to providing an understanding of how the current

system operated, the review provided insight into the

strengths and weaknesses of the current system.

Requirements Analysis

During the requirements analysis phase, the require-

ments for the proposed OAP analysis system were identified.

These requirements are found in Chapter 3. The requirements

were obtained from discussions with LMDC. In addition,

Lt Colonel William H. Hendrix of the Department of Organiza-

tion Sciences, AFIT, was also interviewed for suggested

requirements. Lt Colonel Hendrix assisted in the develop-

ment of the OAP (Hendrix & Halverson, 1979).

Development Specification

Once the requirements for the proposed system were

defined, the development specification phase of the develop-

ment refined the requirements and described them in terms

of the inputs, processes, and outputs required by the system.

6



The major processes were described in terms of Data Flow

Diagrams (DFDs). A DFD is a "network representing the sys-

tem in terms of its component processes, and declares all

the interfaces among the components" (DeMarco, 1979; p. 417).

System Design Specification

The final phase of the development effort was the

system design specification. During this phase, the inputs,

processes, and outputs defined in the previous phase were

refined. The inputs and outputs were defined in terms of

physical file structures, card layouts, and printer layouts.

7
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Chapter 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

The literature review which follows contains six

sections. The first section presents a definition of

survey-guided development. The second section will describe

the U.S. Army's approach to survey-guided development--the

Army Organization Effectiveness Program. The third section

will describe a system which is currently being developed

for the Army--the Organizational Effectiveness Management

Information System. The fourth section will describe the

U.S. Navy's approach to survey-guided development--the Navy

Human Resource Management Program. The fifth section will

describe a system developed by the Institute for Social

Research (ISR) at the University of Michigan to assist cone

sultants during the diagnosis phase of a survey-guided

development effort--CANOPUS (Computerized Analysis of

Organizational Problems in User Systems). The final-section

will describe the U.S. Air Force's approach to survey-guided.

development.

SURVEY GUIDED DEVELOPMENT

Survey Guided Development (SGD) is an organization
development process in which organization members
themselves diagnose their own organization, plan

8
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actions, implement changes and evaluate results

(Mietus & Lucken-Newton, Note 1; p. 11.

"The ultimate goal of SGD is to facilitate inter-

ventions or changes in organizational functioning which will

lead to increased organizational effectiveness" (Pecorella

et al., Note 2; p. 1-5). The major steps of a SGD effort

are (Pecorella, Note 2):

1. Identification of a valid model of organiza-

tional functioning.

2. Identification of an ideal state of organiza-

tional functioning.

3. Collection of information indicating the actual

state of the organizational functioning using a standardized

survey.

4. Identification of discrepancies between the

ideal state of the organization and the actual state.

5. Initiation of action steps to reduce the dis-

crepancies by the individuals of the organization.

6. Reevaluation of the organizational functioning

using the standardized survey.

As seen above, SGD relies on a standardized survey to

evaluate the performance of the organization. A standard-

ized survey consists of three basic characteristics

(Pecorella et al., Note 2):

1. The survey consists of predetermined questions

and is identical for all respondents.

9



2. The survey is relevant to a large population.

This characteristic allows the survey to be used to estab-

lish norms for the various survey items.

3. The survey must have as its theoretical basis

a valid model of organizational functioning.

The role of the consultant in the SGD process is to

act as a "transducer . . . that is, as a link between a

body of knowledge and a client system in potential need of

its selective application" (.Bowers & Franklin, 1975; p. 113).

The body of knowledge which the consultant brings to the

SGD process is "scientific information regarding organiza-

tional functioning and change process" (Pecorella et al.,

Note 2; p. 1-8). This body of knowledge is then used by the

organizational members to diagnose the problems of the

organization and plan action steps to resolve the problems.

Dengler (1980) describes the SGD process as follows:

In this technique [SGD], the membership of the par-
ticipating organization is surveyed to determine its
attitudes on institutional policies and procedures. The
survey data are then collated to highlight significant
trends or sub-group deviations from normative response
values and presented to the organization's membership
in a process known as "feedback". This initiates a
dialogue during which the rank and file attempt to
interpret questionnaire responses and diagnose potential

cause and effect relationships which may have influenced
the results [Dengler, 1980; pp. 15-16].

U.S. ARMY ORGANIZATION EFFECTIVENESS PROGRAM

The U.S. Army has conducted organization effective-

ness (organization development) activities since September

10
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1975 (Adams, 1977; p. 2). The Army defines the Organization

Effectiveness (OE) program as follows:

[OE is] a process designed to strengthen the chain
of command, increase individual and unit effectiveness,
create an organizational commitment to which personnel
are actively involved in planned actions to improve
the unit's performance in meeting its mission of being
combat ready and effective at all times [Adams, 1977;
p. 1].

The ultimate goal of the Army OE program is to:

. . . design and implement techniques which will
enhance the Army's effectiveness. A primary objective
is to identify and optimize those organizational factors
in the Army work environment which are related to
soldier job satisfaction, motivation, and performance
(Cohen & Turney, 1976; p. 11.

The Army OE program provides for the assignment of

two military career officers as Organization Effectiveness

Staff Officers (OESOs) within each of the Army's division-

sized units (Adams, 1977; p. 3). The OESOs act as internal

consultants and work with the various "commanders to imple-

ment organization effectiveness interventions which are

designed to seek solutions to the particular problems of the

unit involved" (Adams, 1977; p. 3). The OESO provides the

work group members with a structure within which they can

identify and solve their problems.

OE Process

Figure 2 describes the general model of the OE pro-

cess. The model consists of eight major phases: scouting,

entry, data collection, data feedback, diagnosis, action

11
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Figure 2

General Model of OE Process
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planning, action implementation and evaluation (Adams,

1977; p. 3).

Scouting. The initial phase of the OE process is prediag-

nostic scouting. During the scouting phase, the OESO

develops an "initial fix on the perceived significant

characteristics and problems of the prospective client sys-

tem" (Adams, 1977; p. 14). During this phase, the OESO

"exposes his assumptions, biases, and values to the poten-

tial client" who provides the OESO with feedback as to how

the biases and values fit into the client's system (Adams,

1977; p. 14). This process helps to build a "collaborative

interventionist-client relationship" from the start (Adams,

1977; p. 14).

Entry. The entry phase consists of three process activities.

The first activity is "to build a collaborative and open

interventionist-client relationship" (Adams, 1977; p. 15).

The second activity is to establish a "clear understanding

of the expectations of both parties" (Adams, 1977; p. 15).

Thirdly, the OESO must demonstrate a behavior which will help

establish his credibility as a consultant to the client

(Adams, 1977; p. 15).

Data collection. The data collection phase, unlike the

scouting performed by the OESO, involves the client to a

great extent (Adams, 1977; p. 16). The client participates

in the selection of the data collection method and in the

13
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actual collection of the data. The OESO has several surveys

available from which the client may select. Three of the

most common surveys used are the Work Environment Question-

naire (WEQ), the General Organization Questionnaire (GOQ),

and the Organization Survey II (OSII).

The WEQ measures the attitudes and perceptions of

supervisors and subordinates concerning "their job duties,

training, performance standards and consequences, and

their organizational supervision, work group, job importance,

and feedback" (Cohen & Turney, 1976; p. vi).

The GOQ is "a standardized machine scored question-

naire" modeled after the Survey of Organizations developed

by the Institute of Social Research at the University of

Michigan (Mietus & Lucken-Newton, Note 1; p. 20). The GOQ

measures 21 indices of organizational behavior. Five major

dimensions of organizational behavior are measured: unit

climate, supervisory leadership, co-worker interaction, work

group processes, and effects on personnel.

The OSII is a "modification of the GOQ for use in

organizations having large numbers of civilians" (Mietus &

Lucken-Newton, Note 1; p. 20).

Data feedback. Once the survey data has been collected,

the survey results are compiled via data processing to be

used in the next phase of the OE process--data feedback.

The data feedback phase "provides the client with data about

the client system which is useful in determining the

14
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relative strengths of the system and areas where improvement

is most needed" (Adams, 1977; p. 18). The survey results

are placed on feedback profile forms by the OESO (Mietus &

Lucken-Newton, Note 1; p. 24).

The feedback profile forms (see Figure 3) list the

survey questions in logical groupings. For each question,

the average response is given in graphical form and the fre-

quencies of response are given in numerical form. The forms

can also indicate the relationship of the work group's

average responses to a standard of comparison (Mietus &

Lucken-Newton, Note 1; p. 24). The standards of comparison

may be one of two types:

1. Comparison of the average responses of the unit

with the average responses of the overall organization.

2. Comparison of the average responses of the unit

with the average responses of many similar organizations

(Mietus & Lucken-Newton, Note 1; p. 25).

The feedback profile forms:

. help group members understand where their work
group lies in relation to some standard of comparison
and to understand which areas their group's functioning
are strongest and weakest. The frequency of response
data show the extent to which the group is in agreement
about an area of functioning [Mietus & Lucken-Newton,
Note 1; p. 25].

Diagnosis. During the diagnosis phase, the OESO and client

system members jointly evaluate the feedback data to "explore

organizational problems and strengths" (Adams, 1977; p. 19).

15
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The OESO does not give the work group leader a detailed

technical analysis of the work group's survey results;

instead, the leader, the immediate subordinates, and the OESO

analyze the data together to decide what it means (Mietus &

Lucken-Newton, Note 1; p. 1). "Ownership and commitment on

the part of the client members are enhanced by their specific

contribution to problem diagnosis" (Adams, 1977; p. 19). If

additional information is required to complete an accurate

diagnosis, the data collection phase may be returned to at

the end of this phase.

Action planning. During the action planning phase, the OESO

Ifunctions only as a process helper and instructor (Adams,
1977; p. 20). The objective of the OE program is to develop

problem solving skills within the client system. The OESO

acts as a "catalyst to insure that the process interaction

analysis takes place" (Adams, 1977; p. 20).

Action implementation. The action implementation phase con-

sists of the implementation of the specific action plans

developed in the previous phase.

Evaluation. The last phase of the model is the evaluation

phase. During this phase, the client evaluates the effec-

tiveness of the plans to determine if the desired changes

have occurred. "The results of the evaluation serve as a

basis for further diagnosis and action planning" (Adams,

17
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1977; p. 21). As the unit cycles through the model, the

OESO's involvement becomes less and less as the unit

develops their own internal problem solving skills.

ORGANIZATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS MANAGEMENT
INFORMATION SYSTEM

The success of the Army's OE program is dependent

upon the skills of the OESO in identifying problems within

a unit and determining the appropriate intervention tech-

nique to be used. To assist the OESO in performing his/her

duties as a consultant, the Army has recently awarded

Arthur Young & Co. a contract to develop an Organizational

Effectiveness Management Information System (OEMIS).

The primary purpose of the OEXdIS is to provide the
OESO with relevant historical information about other
OE operations to assist in the conduct of a current OE
operation. That is, information about similar OE oper-
ations in sufficient detail to permit the OESO to employ
previously successful implementations, or avoid those
which were unsuccessful. In addition, the OEMIS is to
provide survey processing service, network and resource
information, and appropriate information to other
constituencies including: OE Program Manager, MACOM
OE Officers, OEC&S [Organizational Effectiveness Center
and School], and researchers (Arthur Young & Co., Note 3;
p. 1-8].

The project (as of the date of this report) is cur-

rently in the requirements definition phase. The require-

ments for OEMIS as stipulated in the contract are as follows:

1. Procedures for accepting a broad array of
organizational diagnostic data.

2. Data base construction to portray the situation,
problem type. nature of intervention applied, and
intervention outcome for a particular OE operation.

18
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3. Procedures capable of accepting and analyzing
data generated as a function of OE follow-up and evalu-
ation activities.

4. Data management procedures capable of updating
the data base(s).

5. An interactive system in which . . . the OESO
would receive a straightforward analysis of the data
he/she submitted, along with an indication of what
interventions have been applied in previous similar
situations with a- similar assessment pattern and what
outcome resulted.

6. Service for several other user types including
managers, policy makers, and researchers who would use
the aggregated data to the appropriate degree [Arthur
Young & Co., Note 3; p. 1-7].

The OEMIS would be used by the OESO during each

phase of the OE process (Arthur Young & Co., Note 3).

Figure 4 graphically describes how the OEMIS blends into the

OE process. The OESO would generate queries into the OEMIS

from the scouting phase through the follow-up phase. The

queries would describe the characteristics of the particular

OE operation in such a way that the OEMIS would provide the

OESO with information relating to comparable cases. As the

OESO proceeded from the scouting phase, the queries would

"be refined to obtain increasingly relevant case information"

(Arthur Young & Co., Note 3; p. 1-15).

During the diagnosis and feedback phases, t'e survey

results would be compared to similar OE cases in which simi-

lar survey results were obtained (Arthur Young & Co., Note 3;

p. 1-15). These case files would be provided to the OESO.

In addition, the OEMIS would provide the OESO with a survey

processing capability which would include diagnostics and

19
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graphical outputs for use during the feedback process

(Arthur Young & Co., Note 3; p. 1-16).

At any time during the OE process, the OESO could

also obtain a bibliography of the most recent journal arti-

cles, books, etc., relating to the particular OE operation

(Arthur Young & Co., Note 3; p. 1-18).

At the end of the process, the OESO would assess the

effect of the operation on the particular problem and enter

this information into the OEMIS (Arthur Young & Co., Note 3;

p. 1-15). Other OESOs could then retrieve this information

for their use in a similar OE operation.

U.S. NAVY HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PROGRAM

In November of 1970, Admiral Elmo R. Zumwalt, then

Chief of Naval Operations, recognized the importance of the

human asset to the Navy and directed a pilot program be

established to adapt "some of the contributions of the

behavioral sciences to the effective management of these

vital assets" (Dengler, 1980; p. 6). The result of this

pilot project was the Navy's Human Resource Management (HRM)

Program.

Command Development

The objective of the HRM program was to develop a

systematic approach to improving the effectiveness of naval

organizations. This process is normally referred to as

"organizational development"; however, the Navy modified this

21



term and referred to the process as "command development"

(Dengler, 1980; p. 6). The command development process is

basically a survey-guided development process. The command

development process consists of the following seven steps

(Dengler, 1980; p. 8):

1. Introductory seminar

2. Data collection phase using a standardized

survey

3. Data analysis phase using manual and automated

procedures

4. Data feedback phase

5. Data interpretation phase

6. Action planning period

7. Evaluation phase

Human Resource Management

Centers and Detachments

To coordinate and control the HRM program, four

Human Resource Management Centers (HRMCs) were established

(Dengler, 1980; p. 9). In addition, Human Resource Manage-

ment Detachments (HRMDs) were established in "virtually all

significant naval complexes and fleet operating bases"

(Dengler, 1980; p. 9).

The HRMCs and HRMIDs are manned by officer and

enlisted Human Resource Management Specialists (HRMSs). The

HRMSs are trained in the basic social science theories and

techniques. They are organized into teams of six to ten and

22



their function is to introduce the HRM Program to client

commands, administer surveys, conduct interviews, analyze

survey data, present initial feedback data to unit commanders,

and provide consultative support to baval organizations on a

case by case basis.

Human Resource Management Cycle

In 1974, the command development process was refined

into a regularly scheduled Human Resource Management Cycle

(Dengler, 1980; p. 8). The HRM Cycle is approximately

eighteen months in length and is mandatory for nearly all

naval organizations. The actual structure of the HRM Cycle

may vary from organization to organization; however, the

following basic elements are included in each cycle

(Pecorella et al., Note 2; p. 1-15):

1. An initial meeting between the consultants and

the commander

2. Survey administration

3. A meeting between the consultants and the

commander to feed back the results of the survey

week

5. Six-month follow-up visit

The first four elements are normally conducted within an

eight week period. The bulk of the data feedback procedure,

workshops, seminars, and action plan development occur during

the HRAV week (Dengler, 1980; p. 8).
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The actual structure of the activities during the

HRAV week will vary from installation to installation depend-

ing upon the time and resource constraints (Pecorella et al.,

Note 2; p. 1-15). The activities focus on the development

at two levels: system level and work group level. To

accomplish the work group level development, the HRlSs

usually rely on the use of internal personnel. These per-

sonnel are trained by the HRMSs during the HRAV week and

are then required to guide the work group level development

during the six-month period following the HRAV week.

HR Survey

The survey used by the HRM program during the data

collection phase is the HRM Survey (Dengler, 1980; p. 10).

The HRM Survey has its theoretical basis in the Survey of

Organizations developed by the Institute for Social Research,

University of Michigan. The HRM Survey measures four basic

dimensions of organizational functioning: supervisory

leadership, peer leadership, command climate, and work group

processes. The survey contains approximately 100 standard

attitudinal items and room for an additional forty supple-

mental questions. The responses to the HRM Survey are

recorded on optical scan response sheets to alleviate the

automated processing of the survey results. Two separate

HRM Surveys exist--one for shore activities and one for

seagoing units.

24
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HRM Survey Feedback Package

The feedback package developed by the Human Resource

Management Support System presents an extensive picture of

the status of the command at various levels (Gross, 1977).

The feedback package contains the following information

(NPRDC, Note 4):

1. Analysis Suggestions--describes various ways in

which the feedback package may be analyzed by the using

command.

2. Command Graph Summary--horizontal bar graph

indicating the mean scores for each index measured by the

HRM Survey.

3. Command Summary/Normative Graph--indicates the

percentile scores using normative data for each index

measured by the survey.

4. Most/Least Positive Questions--indicate potential

strengths and weaknesses.

5. Overall Command Response Frequencies--response

frequencies for all questions within the survey.

6. Demographic Summaries--graphically describes the

mean scores for each index for a variety of demographic

categories. The summaries also indicate the command mean

for each index for comparison purposes.
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COMPUTERIZED ANALYSIS OF ORGANIZATIONAL PROBLEMS
IN USER SYSTEMS (CANOPUS)

The diagnosis phase of survey-guided development is

often presumed to be the most important and the most diffi-

cult part of the consultant's job (Bowers et al., 1977; p. 3).

Bowers (1974) presents an excellent description of the

problem:

Diagnosis requires a comprehensive analysis of the
current state of the system, an analysis which precedes,
and in part determines, a treatment from a possible
array of treatments. It must be differential, it must
be oriented primarily toward the client system's well-
being, and it ought not be a simple benchmark, a map of
pitfalls for the change agent or consultant, nor a simple
earmarking of the style differences among existing con-
sultants . . . . The diagnostician and his consultant
counterpart have the responsibility for bringing into
the organization and its operating situation an ade-
quately interpreted, reliable, valid, body of data
which in relation to known principles of management
differentially assess the current states of organiza-
tional functioning. It is this professional, differ-
ential, analytic procedure which constitutes a genuine
diagnosis [Bowers, 1974; p. 31].

The type of diagnosis that Bowers discusses is seldom found.

Reviews of literature and formal experience "suggest that the

field is characterized by ad hoc problem solving and by

efforts to simply justify whatever it is that the consultant

knows how to do" (Davenport & Bowers, 1979; p. 130).

The Institute for Social Research at the University

of Michigan recognized the problem associated with the diag-

nosis phase and developed CANOPUS (Computerized Analysis of

Organizational Problems in User Systems) as an automated

tool to be used by consultants during a survey-guided

26
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development effort. The unique features of the system are

outlined below (Bowers, 1974; p. 3):

1. It is almost entirely automated.

2. It prioritizes problems in terms of their

relationship to performance criteria as well as in terms of

the level of goodness or badness.

3. It assesses the causes of problems.

4. It recommends training or intervention tech-

niques to resolve problems.

5. It presents a summary of the condition of the

organization and treatment steps for managers and consul-

tants using automated text-writing procedures.

The CANOPUS system may be used with the ISR's Survey

of Organization or the HRM Survey or any other derivative

survey instrument (Bowers, 1974; p. 33).

The functional components of the CANOPUS procedure

are presented in Figure 5. The procedure consists of two

major functions: descriptive function and analytic function.

The descriptive function describes the current state of the

organizational functioning. The analytic function determines

the reasons for the current state of the organization and

recommends action steps to improve the level of organiza-

tional functioning (Bowers, 1974; p. 36). The various com-

ponents of the CANOPUS procedure are described briefly below.
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Input

The input into the CANOPUS system consists of records

containing the mean item and index scores for a particular

work group over all individuals within the work group.

Descriptive Function

The Calculator component converts the mean item and

index scores for the work group to percentile scores using

normative data as the standard of comparison. The Priori-

tizer component will then weight each of the measures

according to their relationship to outcome variables and

prioritize each percentile score.

The Profiler component determines the "type" of the

work group in question. "A limited number of relatively

'pure' types of groups exist . . and these types respond

differentially to various action or development techniques"

(Bowers, 1974; p. 38).

The D-Classifier component aggregates work groups

by organizational level. If all of the work groups within a

given level are of the same type, the work groups are aggre-

gated by D-Classifier and processed by the Calculator and

Prioritizer components. If the work groups are not of the

same type, the D-Difference Descriptor component identifies

those work groups within the level that are of the same type

and aggregates them.
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Analytic Function

CANOPUS identifies four possible causes of organiza-

tional problems: constraining situations, information

deficiencies, skill deficiencies, and values conflicts

(Bowers, 1974; p. 39). The Situation Analyzer component

determines the extent to which constraining situations con-

tribute to the problem. The Precursor component determines

the extent to which information deficiencies, skill defi-

ciencies, and values conflicts contribute to the problem.

Once the possible causes for the work group's prob-

lems have been identified, the Treatment Selector Component

identifies possible intervention techniques which have the

highest probability of success given the work group's status,

type, and causal pattern.

In order to identify causal patterns and treatments

across level of the organization, the A-Classifier and

A-Difference Descriptor components identify those work groups

which have similar causal patterns and treatments identified

(similar to the D-Classifier and D-Difference Descriptor

components).

Output

The Text Writer component writes a narrative state-

ment about each work group and the system as a whole. The

statement includes a descriptive statement concerning the

status of the work group, as well as an analytic statement

describing the causal patterns and recommended treatments.
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U.S. AIR FORCE ORGANIZATIONAL
EFFECTIVENESS PROGRAM

The Air Force Leadership and Management Development

Center (LMDC) is tasked with the responsibility of conducting

the survey-guided development efforts within Air Force organ-

izations. The mission of LMDC includes:

(a) providing consultative services to Air Force
commanders, (b) providing leadership and management
training to Air Force personnel in their work environ-
ment, and (c) performing research in support of (a)
and (b) [Hendrix & Halverson, 1979; p. 5].

System Operation

The survey-guided development effort is initiated by

the requesting organization (Wilkerson, Note 5). The

commander of the organization, upon identification of a

possible problem with the organizational functioning,

requests LMDC's assistance in performing an evaluation of

his/her organization. Upon receiving the invitation, LMDC

management consultant teams are dispatched to the organiza-

tion.

Once at the organization, the consultant teams begin

the process of data collection. The data are collected by

the use of the Organizational Assessment Package (OAP), a

standardized survey instrument. The OAP is administered to

a stratified random sample of the organization. The sample

consists of from fifty to seventy percent of the organiza-

tion's population. As described in the Background section
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of Chapter 1, the OAP was designed to evaluate the Three

Component Organizational Effectiveness Model (see Figure 1,

Chapter 1).

Once the data have been collected on the organiza-

tion, the LMDC consultants return to LMDC and begin the data

analysis phase. The data are arranged by work groups and

analyses of each work group are prepared (Green, Note 6).

In addition, analyses are prepared for aggregations of work

groups up to, and including, the overall organization. This

provides the consultants with information concerning the

status of individual work groups, as well as the whole

organization.

The analyses are formatted into a report entitled

the OAP Analysis Worksheet (Austin, Note 7). The report

describes the level of organization/work group functioning

in terms of factors measured by the OAP and items within the

OAP. The factor and item scores are also compared against

two standards of comparison--the overall Air Force mean

score and the similar work group mean score.

In addition to the OAP Analysis Worksheet, the con-

sultants use SPSS (Statistical Package for the Social Sci-

ences) to gain further insight into the organizational func-

tioning (Austin, Note 7). These "special cuts" (as they are

called) are used to evaluate aspects of the organizational

functioning which are not indicated by the OAP Analysis

Worksheet. Some of these aspects are:
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1. Evaluation of a particular factor or variable

within a work group by a demographic variable (for example,

male and female)

2. Prioritized listing of work groups by any

variable or factor

3. Prioritized listing of the factors or variables

for a given work group

Once the data have been analyzed, feedback packages

are prepared for the organization and the LMDC consultants

return to the organization for the "tailored visit"

(Wilkerson, Note 5). The tailored visit accomplishes the

feedback process. The process takes approximately two weeks.

The data are fed back to the organization starting with the

top level of the organization and work down. The process is

then repeated from the bottom up.

The feedback process is followed by an action plan-

ning phase where the organization members prepare management

action plans to resolve identified problems (Wilkerson,

Note 5). The success of the action plans are then evaluated

with a follow-up visit six to nine months later. At that

time, the OAP is readministered to the organization and a

pre-post survey analysis is conducted to identify the changes

in the organizational functioning.

Computer Analysis System

An important part of the review of the Air Force

organizational effectiveness program was to review the
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current computer analysis system. This review provided a

reference point from which the proposed system was designed.

The system used by LMDC is referred to as the Organizational

Assessment Package System, which refers to the OAP survey

and the associated computer program to analyze the survey

(LMDC, Note 8). The objectives of the OAP System are:

. . . to (1) create an input, analysis, and output
capability to process optical scan sheet responses
generated by LMDC survey efforts; (2) develop a flexible
inquiry/retrieval program to output values from the
cumulative data base to support special analyses; and
(3) support management consultation efforts of LMDC
traveling teams with Air Force organizations worldwide
[LMDC, Note 8; p. 2-1].

The major inputs, processes, and outputs of the

k system are briefly described in the following sections. For

a more detailed description of the system operation, the

reader is referred to the Users Manual for the Organizational

Assessment Package (LMDC, Note 8).

Inputs. The primary inputs into the OAP system are the OAP

survey responses. The survey responses are recorded on

optical scan sheets (AU Form 855, OAP Response Sheet).

In addition to the survey responses, two major data

bases are used by the system. The Air Force Data Base main-

tains cumulative statistics for each work group (and aggre-

gate work group). The Elementary Master Records Data Base

contains elementary master records for all valid responses

over a three year period. The elementary master records
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contain the variable responses and factor scores for each

respondent.

Processes. The optical scan sheets for all respondents are

read using the IBM 3881 Optical Mark Reader. The responses

are then formatted into elementary master records. The

elementary master records are used to generate work group

and aggregate work group records which contain the mean

variable responses and factor scores for each work group/

aggregate work group.

The elementary master, work group, and aggregate

work group records are then used to generate the various

reports. Once the reports have been generated, the records

are used to update the appropriate data bases.

Outputs. Four major outputs are produced by the system:

OAP Analysis Worksheet (previously described), OAP Demo-

graphic Analysis, Survey Work Group Code Distribution Report,

and LMDC OAP Evaluation Report.

The OAP Demographic Analysis provides a demographic

breakdown of the respondents for all work groups and aggre-

gate work groups.

The Survey Work Group Code Distribution Report pro-

vides a list of all the work groups evaluated by the system

in hierarchai structure.
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The LMDC OAP Evaluation Report provides information

concerning pre-survey and post-survey changes in work groups.

This report is used during the follow-up phase of the survey-

guided development effort.
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Chapter 3

COMPUTER PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT SPECIFICATION

The Organizational Assessment Package (OAP) Analysis

System is one of three systems within the proposed OAP Man-

agement Information System (MIS). The other components are

the OAP Data Base Management System (DBMS) and the OAP Data

Base Analysis System (DBAS). The three components and their

interactions are shown in Figure 6.

The primary objective of the OAP Analysis System is

to provide a tool which can be used by management consultants

in the evaluation of an organization. The basis for the

evaluation are data collected by the OAP (Hendrix & Halver-

son, 1979). The OAP Analysis System requires as input two

data files. The first file is the OAP Structure Data Base

which describes the format of all OAP versions. The second

file is the OAP Data Base System which consists of a collec-

tion of smaller data bases used by the system during the

analysis.

In addition to the data files, the OAP Analysis Sys-

tem requires inputs from the organization being evaluated

and from management consultants. The organization provides

OAP survey responses to the system. These responses are

recorded on optical scan sheets. The management consultants

provide three inputs: Analysis Identification Cards, Work
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Group Control Cards, and Analysis Report Control Cards.

The Analysis Identification Cards describe the organization

being evaluated and the OAP survey. The Work Group Control

Cards specify the supplemental work groups to be used by the

system during the analysis. The Analysis Report Control

Cards describe the analysis reports to be produced by the

system and their formats.

The primary objective of the OAP DBMS is to maintain

the two data files used by the OAP MIS--the OAP Structure

Data Base and the OAP Data Base System. The OAP DBMS

requires inputs from the Data Base Administrator (individual

responsible for maintaining the data files) in the form of

update parameters. These parameters control the updates to

the data files. The output of the system consists of various

status reports of the data files.

The primary objective of the OAP DBAS is to provide

research personnel with the capability of performing analyses

using the historical data bases. The OAP DBAS requires

inputs from research personnel specifying the types of analy-

ses to be performed and the variables to be used in the

analyses. The output of the system consists of various

analytical analyses.

The objective of this chapter is to describe in detail

the requirements and specifications for the OAP Analysis Sys-

tem component. The detailed requirements for the OAP DBMS

and OAP DBAS will not be developed at this time, but will be
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left for future research projects. The objective will be

accomplished by first briefly describing the requirements

of the OAP Analysis System. This will be followed by a

detailed description of the specifications in terms of

inputs, processes, and outputs needed to satisfy the require-

ments.

REQUIREMENTS

The specifications and requirements for the OAP

Analysis System were determined primarily from discussions

with the Leadership and Management Development Center (LMDC),

Maxwell AFB, Alabama (the primary users of the OAP).

Lt Colonel William H. Hendrix (original developer of the

OAP) of the Department of Organization Sciences at the Air

Force Institute of Technology (AFIT) was also interviewed

for suggested requirements. The Department of Organization

Sciences also uses the OAP in some of its research projects.

A thorough review of the existing analysis system used by

LMDC was also accomplished for identification of additional

requirements. A review of previous computer-based survey-

guided development efforts was also conducted to provide

additional input into the requirements. Finally, the theo-

retical basis of the OAP (the Three Component Organizational

Effectiveness Model) developed by Hendrix & Halverson (1979)

was also reviewed to evaluate its requirements.
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The following list summarizes the requirements

identified for the OAP Analysis System:

1. The system must be able to identify potential

strengths and weaknesses at all levels within an organiza-

tion.

2. The basic unit of analysis should be the organ-

izational work group. A work group is defined as "any group

of individuals performing work under a work group supervisor/

manager" (Hendrix & Halverson, 1979; p. 9). A work group

may be either an elementary work group which is the lowest

level of work group or an aggregate work group which consists

of more than one elementary work group.

3. The system must be flexible in that it will

accommodate a wide variation in the actual structure of the

Oi without requiring internal changes to the computer pro-

grams.

4. All reports that are generated by the system

must be statistically sound.

5. The system must be able to produce a demographic

analysis for each work group within the organization. The

demographic analysis should contain a description of each

value of each demographic variable, as well as the frequency

of response.

6. The system must evaluate the effectiveness of

the organization in terms of the Three Component Organiza-

tional Effectiveness Model (Hendrix & Halverson, 1979).
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7. The system must be able to perform a comparison

of the organization's effectiveness scores obtained from the

analysis with the overall Air Force average and similar work

group average scores.

8. The system must be able to perform a comparison

of a given work group across demographic lines.

9. The system must be able to prepare a summary of

all of the work groups evaluated during the analysis.

10. The system must be able to manually consolidate

work groups into aggregate work groups in order to accommo-

date anomalies within the organization's physical structure.

11. The system must be able to produce a standardized

k feedback package which can be used to "feed" the results of

the analysis back to the organization.

12. The system must cumulate all data produced by

the analysis into a master historical data base.

SYSTEM INPUTS

The major inputs to the OAP Analysis System consist

of the following:

1. Survey Responses

2. Analysis Identification Cards

3. Work Group Control Cards

4. Analysis Report Control Cards

5. OAP Structure Data Base

6. OAP Data Base System
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Survey Responses

The Survey Responses contain the answers to the OAP

for each individual surveyed. The responses are recorded on

optical scan sheets. Each response sheet has a five digit

precoded sequence number on it. The survey responses con-

tain the following information for each respondent:

1. Supervisor's work group code--corresponds to the

work group code of the supervisor's immediate subordinates,

if the respondent is a supervisor.

2. Work group code--unique code representing the

specific work group the respondent belongs to.

3. AFSC of the respondent.

4. Variable responses--limited to 225 responses.

Several scales are available on the response sheet:

a. The first 200 responses contain seven

response categories. These responses may be attitudinal or

demographic variables. All attitudinal variables are

measured on a 7-point Likert scale.

b. The next fifteen responses contain ten

response categories. These responses are reserved for demo-

graphic variables only.

c. The last ten responses contain multi-digit

response categories. These responses are also reserved for

demographic variables. One response contains four digits,

four responses contain three digits, and five responses con-

tain two digits.
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d. All variable responses, with the exception

of the multi-digit demographic responses, have special

response fields for "not applicable" and "don't know"

responses.

The work group code defined above is an integral

element of the OAP Analysis System and, as such, requires a

more detailed description of how it is structured. The work

group code is a unique 7-digit alphanumeric code representing

a specific work group function. This concept of the code

representing a specific work group function, rather than a

specific work group, allows the work group code to be used

to identify a standard of comparison for all similar work

( groups (that is, work groups with the same function).

The work group code also distinguishes between ele-

mentary work groups and aggregate work groups. An aggregate

work group has a "zero" in the last digit of the work group

code; an elementary work group has a "non-zero" in the last

digit of the work group code.

The work group code is structured such that elemen-

tary work groups can easily be aggregated in a "natural"

hierarchal fashion. This concept can best be described with

an illustration. Figure 7 illustrates a linking-pin diagram

of a simple organization. The organization has three hier-

archal level and consists of thirteen elementary work groups

(the base of each triangle represents an elementary work
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group). E' 'h elementary work group has been assigned a work

group code (the seven digit number within each triangle).

The "natural" hierarchal grouping is described as

follows. For any particular elementary work group, the

aggregate work group at that level for that work group con-

sists of the particular work group plus all elementary work

groups below it in the hierarchal structure. For example,

the aggregate work group for B2 consists of four elementary

work groups (B2, Dl, D2, and D3). The aggregate work group

for A consists of all elementary work groups in the diagram.

There are four aggregate work groups in the diagram--

F, G, H, and I. Aggregate work group F consists of B1, Cl,

C2, and C3. Aggregate work group G consists of B2, D1, D2,

and D3. Aggregate work group H consists of B3, El, E2, and

E3. Aggregate work group I has already been defined.

The work group code is structured to accomplish this

"natural" hierarchal grouping. Aggregate work group F con-

sists of all elementary work groups that have a work group

code that begins with the digits "CA784". The corresponding

work group code for aggregate work group F is "CA78400".

Aggregate work group I consists of all elementary work groups

that begin with "CA78" and the corresponding work group code

is "CA78000".

Although the above example was rather simple, it

illustrated the hierarchal structure of the work group codes.

The hierarchal structure of the work group code was not
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intended to fit every organization within the Air Force.

Due to the large number of organizations and the complexity

involved, the structure is almost certain to not fit every

organization. When the hierarchal structure of the code

fails to adequately fit a given organization, consolidated

work groups (to be described later) may be created to handle

the situation.

As a final note on the work group code, a special

work group code has been defined to indicate the overall

organization (regardless of type and function). This work

group code consists of all zeroes ("0000000"). When this

work group code is used as a standard of comparison, the

kcomparison is being made to the Air Force average.
Analysis Identification Cards

The Analysis Identification Cards describe the

organization being evaluated and the OAP version used during

the analysis. The following information is included on the

card:

1. Date of analysis

2. OAP survey version

3. Base code of the base (organization) being

evaluated

4. Major Command code

5. Supplemental variables included on the OAP
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Supplemental questions are added to the OAP, at

times, to tailor the survey to a given organization's needs.

A maximum of twenty supplemental questions may be added and

only attitudinal questions may be added. For each supple-

mental variable added, the following information must be

provided:

1. Attitudinal variable number

2. Relative position of the question in the OAP

Work Group Control Cards

The Work Group Control Cards specify supplemental

work groups which are to be used in the analysis in addition

to the standard elementary and aggregate work groups. Two

types of supplemental work groups may be created--consoli-

dated work groups and "dummy" work groups.

Consolidated work group cards. The Consolidated Work Group

Cards are used to specify work groups which are to be con-

solidated into an aggregate work group. Consolidated work

groups are created when the "normal" hierarchal structure

of the work group code is not adequate. For each consoli-

dated work group being created, the following items are to

be specified:

1. Consolidated work group name and code--the code

must not be a valid work group code.
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2. A list of all work groups (by work group code)

that are to be included in the consolidated work group.

Only elementary work groups may be specified.

Dummy work group cards. The Dummy Work Group Cards are used

to create "dummy" work groups. A dummy work group is a work

group which consists of a subset of the individuals from a

particular base work group. The subsets are created using

the values of up to five specified demographic variables.

Dummy work groups may be used to perform a comparison of a

work group across demographic lines. For each dummy work

group created, the following items must be specified:

1. Dummy work group name and code--the code must

not be a valid work group code.

2. Work group code for the base work group.

3. For each demographic variable used to create the

dummy work group, the following must be specified:

a. Demographic variable number

b. Value or range of values for the demographic

variable

The dummy work group will be created to contain all individ-

uals that satisfy all of the demographic variables.

Dummy work groups may be specified as members of a

consolidated work group using the Consolidated Work Group

Cards described in the previous section.
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Analysis Report Control Cards

The Analysis Report Control Cards describe the anal-

ysis reports and their formats to be prepared by the OAP

Analysis System. These cards consist of the following option

cards:

1. OAP Comparison Analysis Report Option Card

2. OAP Demographic Analysis Report Option Card

3. OAP Organization Summary Option Card

4. OAP Detailed Summary Option Card

5. Potential Strengths and Weaknesses Report Option

Card

6. Work Group Distribution Report Option Card.

OAP comparison analysis report option card. The OAP Com-

parison Analysis Report Option Card specifies whether or not

the OAP Comparison Report is to be produced. If the report

is to be produced, the card also specifies the level of

organization at which the report is to be prepared. Three

organizational levels are available: organization level,

all work groups level, and selected work group level. At

the organization level, the report will be prepared for only

the overall organization. At the all work groups level, the

report will be prepared for all aggregate work groups. At

the selected work group level, the report will be prepared

for only those aggregate work groups specified. A maximum

of twenty aggregate work groups may be specified.
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OAP demographic analysis report option card. The OAP Demo-

graphic Analysis Report Option Card specifies whether or

not the OAP Demographic Analysis Report is to be produced.

If the report is to be produced, the card also specifies the

frequency limits and the level of analysis. The frequency

limits specify the minimum size (sample size) for a work

group to be included in the report. As in the previous

option card, three levels of analysis are available. At the

organization level, the report will be prepared for only the

overall organization. At the all work groups level, the

report will be prepared for all work groups. At the selected

work group level, the report will be prepared for only those

work groups specified. Elementary or aggregate work groups

may be specified. A maximum of twenty work groups may be

specified.

OAP organization summary option card. The OAP Organization

Summary Option Card specifies whether or not the OAP Organi-

zation Summary is to be produced.

OAP detailed summary option card. The OAP Detailed Summary

Option Card specifies whether or not the OAP Detailed Sum-

mary is to be prepared. If the report is to be prepared,

the card also specifies the level of analysis and frequency

limits. The level of analysis option is the same as stated

in the OAP Demographic Analysis Report Option Card.
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Potential strengths and weaknesses report option card. The

Potential Strengths and Weaknesses Report Option Card spe-

cifies whether or not the Potential Strengths and Weaknesses

Report is to be produced. If the report is to be produced,

the level of analysis and frequency limits must be specified

as in the OAP Demographic Analysis Report Option Card.

In addition, if the report is to be prepared, the

format of the report and the criteria must be specified.

Two formats are available: factor format and variable for-

mat. The format determines which score will be used to

determine the potential strengths and weaknesses. Three

criteria are available for identification of potential

strengths and weaknesses: standard deviation criteria, cut-

off score criteria, and top-ten bottom-ten criteria.

Under the standard deviation criteria, a mean score

and a number of standard deviations (between 1 and 3) are

specified. All scores above the specified number of standard

deviation from the mean score are identified as potential

strengths and all scores below the specified number of stan-

dard deviations are identified as potential weaknesses. The

specified mean score may be either the Air Force average

score, similar work group average score, or the organization

average score.

Under the cut-off score criteria, a strength cut-off

score and a weakness cut-off score are specified. All scores

above the strength cut-off score are identified as potential
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strengths and all scores below the weakness cut-off score

are identified as potential weaknesses.

Under the top-ten bottom-ten criteria, the top ten

scores are identified as potential strengths and the bottom

ten scores are identified as potential weaknesses.

Work group distribution report option card. The Work Group

Distribution Report Option Card specifies whether or not the

Work Group Distribution Report is to be prepared.

OAP Structure Data Base

The OAP Structure Data Base describes the format for

all versions of the OAP. The particular version of the OAP

used during the analysis is specified on the Analysis

k Identification Card (described earlier).

OAP physical structure. Before describing the requirements

for the data base, a description of the physical structure

of the OAP will be given. The OAP is a standardized survey

instrument. Two types of variables are measured by the OAP:

attitudinal variables and demographic variables. The physi-

cal structure of the OAP consists of the following sections:

1. Demographic Section I

2. Attitudinal Section

3. Demographic Section II

4. Demographic Section III

The OAP must always have the Attitudinal Section.

It is in this section that the inventories designed to
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measure the Three Component Organizational Effectiveness

Model are located. The demographic sections are optional;

however, in order for the OAP to adequately serve as a tool

for evaluating the effectiveness of an organization, some

questions relating to the demographics of the organization

will normally be specified.

Demographic Section I and the Attitudinal Section,

together, may not be larger than 200 questions (the limit is

due to the response sheet capacity). Demographic Section I

may not contain more than twenty questions. If supplemental

variables are added to a version of the OAP, they are physi-

cally located in the Attitudinal Section. Demographic Sec-

tion I contains questions with a maximum of seven response

categories. All of the questions in the Attitudinal Section

must be structured on a 7-point Likert scale.

Demographic Section II contains a maximum of fifteen

questions. All of the questions have a maximum of ten

response categories.

Demographic Section III contains a maximum of ten

demographic questions. The responses categories in this

section all contain multi-digit numeric responses. This

section consists of three sub-sections:

1. 4-digit response sub-section

2. 3-digit response sub-section

3. 2-digit response sub-section
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The 4-digit response sub-section contains room for

only one question. The 3-digit response sub-section con-

tains room for four questions. The 2-digit response sub-

section contains room for five questions.

An optical scan response sheet is currently being

designed to satisfy these physical requirements for the OAP

structure (Ovalle, Note 9). The proposed design layout for

the optical scan form is shown in Figures 8 and 9.

Data base requirements. The OAP Structure Data Base con-

sists of five major components (see Figure 10):

1. Demographic Variable File

k 2. Attitudinal Variable File

3. Factor File

4. Inventory File

5. Survey Version File

The Demographic Variable File describes the demo-

graphic variables used by all OAP versions. For each demo-

graphic variable, the following information must be pro-

vided:

1. Demographic variable number--unique number

associated with each demographic variable.

2. Demographic variable name--abbreviated version

of the demographic variable question.

3. Minimum valid value of the demographic variable.

4. Maximum valid value of the demographic variable.
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5. For each demographic variable in Demographic

Sections I and II of the OAP, an abbreviated description of

each valid value of the demographic variable.

The Attitudinal Variable File describes the atti-

tudinal variables used by all OAP versions (this includes

supplemental variables). For each attitudinal variable, the

following information must be provided:

1. Attitudinal variable number--unique number asso-

ciated with each attitudinal variable.

2. Attitudinal variable name--abbreviated version

of the attitudinal variable question.

3. An indicator of whether or not the attitudinal

variable is negatively stated. The attitudinal variables

are all measured on a 7-point Likert scale. Normally, a

response of seven indicates the best situation; however, if

the variable were negatively stated, a response of seven

would indicate the worst situation. This information is

required when the factor scores are computed (refer to

System Processes section).

The Factor File describes the analytical factors

measured by all versions of the OAP. For each analytical

factor measured, the following information is required:

1. Factor number--unique number associated with

each factor.

2. Factor name.
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3. A list of all attitudinal variables (maximum of

twenty) that measure the factor.

In addition to the above analytical factors, the

Factor File also describes supplemental job enrichment fac-

tors that may be included in an OAP version. These factors

include the five core job dimensions (skill variety, task

identity, task significance, job feedback, and task autonomy)

defined by Hackman & Oldham (1975) plus a sixth factor--

need for enrichment--defined by Hendrix & Halverson (1979).

For each of the job enrichment factors, the attitudinal

variables (maximum of 20) that measure the job enrichment

factors must be specified. The five core dimensions are

used to compute the Motivation Potential Score (MPS) defined

by Hackman & Oldham (1975). The Factor File must also

define the MIPS factor; however, since the MPS is computed

from the core dimensions, the list of attitudinal variables

that determine the MPS will be "empty".

The Inventory File describes the inventories used

by all versions of the OAP. For each inventory, the follow-

ing information must be specified:

1. Inventory number--unique number associated with

each inventory.

2. Inventory name.

3. A list of all factors (maximum of twenty)

measured by the inventory, excluding job enrichment factors,

by factor number.
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The Survey Version File describes the inventories,

attitudinal and demographic variables, job enrichment

factors, and inventory and factor subjective weights asso-

ciated with a given OAP survey version. For each survey

version, the following information must be specified:

1. Survey version number--unique number associated

with each OAP version.

2. For each inventory within the version (maximum

of ten inventories:

a. Inventory number.

b. Inventory weight--a subjective weight to be

associated with the inventory score for this inventory when

computing the overall effectiveness score (refer to the

System Processes section).

3. For each factor measured by the OAP version

(maximum of 100):

a. Factor number.

b. Factor weight--a subjective weight to be

associated with the factor score for this factor when

computing the inventory score (refer to the System Processes

section).

4. A list of all variables (attitudinal and demo-

graphic) measured by the OAP version by relative position

within the OAP (leaving "holes" for relative positions not

used).
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5. If job enrichment factors are measured by the

OAP version, the factor numbers associated with the follow-

ing job enrichment factors must be specified:

a. Skill variety

b. Task identity

c. Task significance

d. Job feedback

e. Task autonomy

f. Need for enrichment

g. Motivation potential score

OAP Data Base System

The OAP Data Base System consists of four separate

data bases used by the OAP Analysis System:

1. Analysis Code Data Base

2. OAP Historical Response Data Base

3. OAP Historical Organization Scores Data Base

4. OAP Work Group Standards Data Base

Analysis code data base. The Analysis Code Data Base

describes the various codes used throughout the OAP Analysis

System. This data base consists of three files:

1. Base Code File

2. Major Command Code File

3. Work Group Code File

The Base Code File describes all valid base codes

used by the OAP Analysis System. The Major Command Code
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File describes the major command codes used by the system.

Finally, the Work Group Code File describes the valid work

group codes used by the system.

OAP historical response data base. The OAP Historical

Response Data Base contains the responses and analysis

scores for all individuals analyzed by the OAP Analysis Sys-

tem. From an operational point view, however, the data base

may contain only r3cent responses depending upon the capacity

of the data base medium and management policy.

For each respondent, the OAP Historical Response

Data Base contains the following information:

1. Individual's survey responses (see Survey

Responses section for detailed description)

2. Date of survey

3. Base code

4. Major command code

5. OAP survey version

6. Individual's factor scores

7. Individual's inventory scores

8. Individual's overall effectiveness score.

The formulas used to compute the factor scores, inventory

scores, and the overall effectiveness score are described

later in the System Processes section of this chapter.

OAP historical organization scores data base. The OAP

Historical Organization Scores Data Base contains the
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organizational effectiveness scores for all organizations

analyzed by the OAP Analysis System. This data base is

required in order to be able to perform a pre-survey versus

post-survey analysis (to be accomplished by the OAP DBAS).

This data base consists of the following information for

each organization evaluated:

1. Date of analysis

2. Base code

3. Major command code

4. OAP survey version

5. Sample size of the organization

6. Work group scores for each work group evaluated

The work group scores consist of the following

information:

1. Work group code

2. Work group sample size

3. For each attitudinal variable:

a. Variable score sample mean

b. Variable score sample standard deviation

c. A count of the number of individuals in the

work group that provided valid response

4. For each factor (including job enrichment

factors, if any):

a. Factor score sample mean

b. Factor score sample standard deviation
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c. A count of the number of individuals in the

work group that had a valid factor score computed

5. For each inventory:

a. Inventory score sample mean

b. Inventory score sample standard deviation

c. A count of the number of individuals in the

work group that had a valid inventory score computed

6. Overall effectiveness score sample mean

7. Overall effectiveness score sample standard

deviation

8. A count of the number of individuals in the

work group that had a valid overall effectiveness score

computed

OAP work group standards data base. The OAP Work Group

Standards Data Base contains the average (standard) scores

for each work group that has been analyzed by the OAP Analy-

sis System with the exception of consolidated and dummy work

groups. No attempt is made to maintain standards for these

supplemental work groups.

All work groups with the same function (work group

code) are averaged to arrive at a standard of comparison for

the work group.

The data base includes standards for all levels of

work groups (elementary and aggregate) up to and including

the overall organization aggregate work group. The average
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of the analysis scores for all organizational level aggre-

gate work groups yields the Air Force average (or standard).

For each work group analyzed by the system, the OAP

Work Group Standards Data Base will contain the following

information:

1. For each attitudinal variable that has been

contained in any OAP version, the following information is

included:

a. Variable number

b. Variable score sample mean (V)

c. Variable score sample standard deviation

(S v )

d. A count of the number of individuals in the

work group that provided valid response (Nv)

2. For each factor that has been measured by any

of the OAP versions (including job enrichment factors), the

following information is included:

a. Factor number

b. Factor score sample mean ( )

c. Factor score sample standard deviation (SF)

d. A count of the number of individuals in the

work group that had a valid factor score computed (NF)

3. For each inventory that has been contained in

any OAP version, the following is included:

a. Inventory number

b. Inventory score sample mean (T)
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c. Inventory score sample standard deviation

(S1 )

d. A count of the number of individuals in the

work group that had a valid inventory score computed (NI )

4. Overall effectiveness score sample mean (0)

5. Overall effectiveness score sample standard

deviation (S0 )

6. A count of the number of individuals in the

work group that had a valid overall effectiveness score

computed (N0 )

The following formulas are used to compute the above

kvariables:
Z(IVR )

(1) v = NN V

(SSV - x 'V2

(2) Sv = (Nvl)

(3) SSV =(IVRj)z

The above summations are from j = 1 to NV -

Z(IFS.)
(4) F = N F

SSF - NF x

(5) SF - (NFI)

(6) SSF = E(IFSj) 2

The above summations are from j = 1 to NF.
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Z(IIS)(7) 1 = N1IS
N I

(SSI - NI x F'

(9) SSI : E(IISj)
2

The above summations are from j = 1 to NI -

Z(IOESj)
(10) o = NO

(SSO - No x 62
(11) S0 = (N0 _i)

(12) SSO = Z(IOESj) 2

The above summations are from j 1 to NO,

where: IVR. refers to the individual variable response

for the jth individual in the work group.

IFS refers to the individual factor score for the

jth individual in the work group.

IIS refers to the individual inventory score for

the jth individual in the work group.

IOES. refers to the individual overall effective-

ness score for the jth individual in the work group.

SYSTEM PROCESSES

The various processes identified for the OAP Analysis

System are shown in Figures 11 through 14. Three major pro-

cesses (see Figure ii) were identified:
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1. Validate responses

2. Evaluate responses

3. Prepare analysis reports

Validate Responses

The "Validate Responses" process of the OAP Analysis

System converts the survey responses on the optical scan

sheets into a format acceptable to the computer programs.

The process also verifies that all of the fields on the

response sheets contain valid entries. This process was

further divided into four sub-processes (see Figure 12):

1. Scan responses

2. Translate responses

3. Validate work group codes

4. Edit responses

Scan responses. The "Scan Responses" process consists of

reading the optical scan sheets containing the survey

responses using an optical mark reader. During this pro-

cess, scan sheets which are unreadable by the hardware are

rejected. In addition, scan sheets with incomplete work

work group codes are also rejected. Rejected responses may

be manually corrected by the user before proceeding to the

next process.

The output from this process consists of scanned

responses which contain the same information as found in the

survey responses (see Survey Responses section).
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Translate responses. The "Translate Responses" process con-

sists of translating the raw responses recorded by the opti-

cal mark reader into a format that is acceptable to the host

computer for the OAP Analysis System. Depending upon the

type of optical mark reader used, this process may not be

required.

The output of this process consists of the trans-

lated responses and contain the same information as the

survey responses.

Validate work group codes. The "Validate Work Group Codes"

process consists of checking all input work group codes on

the input survey responses to ensure that they have been

previously defined in the Work Group Code File. Survey

responses which contain invalid work group codes are rejected.

Rejected responses may be manually corrected by the user

before proceeding to the next process.

The output of the process consists of only those

responses with valid work group codes. A listing of rejected

responses due to invalid work group codes is also produced.

Edit responses. The "Edit Responses" process consists of

ensuring that valid responses have been recorded for each

question within the OAP. Invalid or missing responses are

converted to a special response category and will have a

value of zero.
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The output of this process consists of all vali-

dated responses.

Evaluate Responses

The second major process within the OAP Analysis

System is the "Evaluate Responses" process. This process

consists of evaluating all work groups within the organiza-

tion. The work groups are evaluated in terms of four

scores--variable scores, factor scores, inventory scores,

and overall effectiveness scores. This process was further

divided into four sub-processes (see Figure 13):

1. Compute individual scores

2. Compute elementary scores

3. Compute aggregate scores

4. Perform standards comparison

Compute individual scores. The "Compute Individual Scores"

process computes the individual factor scores, inventory

scores, and overall effectiveness scores for each validated

response. The factor scores are computed as the mean of

the variable responses for the highly loaded variables. The

inventory scores are computed as the weighted average of the

factor scores. The overall effectiveness score is computed

as the weighted average of the inventory scores. The

formulas used to compute these scores are described below:
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( IVR.)
(1) IFS. = NV .

1 NVF.i1

The above summation is from j = 1 to NVF..1

(2) [(IFS ) x (SFW)

i E(SFW.)

The above summations are from j = I to NFI

(3) IOES =
E(SIW. )

The above summations are from j = 1 to NI,

where: IFS i refers to the individual factor score (exclud-

ing MPS) for the ith factor.

IVR. refers to the individual variable response for

the jth variable. If a variable is negatively

stated, substitute "8 - IVRj" for "IVRj" in equation

(1) to account for the reversed scoring.

NVFi refers to the number of variables that deter-

mine the ith factor.

IIS i refers to the individual inventory score for

the ith inventory.

SFW. refers to the subjective factor weight for the

jth factor.

NFI refers to the number of factors measured by the

ith inventory.

IOES refers to the individual overall effecitiveness

score.
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SIW. refers to the subjective inventory weight for3

the jth inventory.

NI refers to the number of inventories in the

version of the OAP used by the analysis.

In the event that a respondent does not provide a

valid response to a particular attitudinal variable, the

variable will be eliminated from the corresponding factor

score computation. The factor score will be computed as the

mean of the remaining highly loaded variables. Because of

the high intercorrelation between the variables, this pro-

cedure should not provide biased results.

If the respondent, however, does not provide valid

responses for at least two of the attitudinal variables that

determine a particular factor, the factor score will not be

computed. The factor score will be set equal to zero to

indicate that a valid score was not computed.

If a particular factor score is not computed, the

corresponding inventory score and the overall effectiveness

score for the individual cannot be computed. The scores

will be set equal to zero to indicate that a valid score was

not computed.

This process will also compute the individual APS

using the following formula:

(4) IPS = (SV + TI + TS) x TA x JF3
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where: SV refers to the individual skill variety factor

score.

TI refers to the individual task identity factor

score.

TS refers to the individual task significance factor

score.

TA refers to the individual task autonomy factor

score.

JF refers to the individual job feedback factor

score.

The skill variety, task identity, task significance,

task autonomy, and job feedback factor scores are computed

using equation (1). If any of these job enrichment factor

scores are unable to be computed, the MPS will be set equal

to zero to indicate that a valid MPS could not be computed.

The output from this process is the individual effec-

tiveness scores which consists of the following information

for each individual:

1. Individual's survey responses

2. For each factor measured by the OAP (including

job enrichment factors):

a. Factor number

b. Individual factor score
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3. For each inventory within the OAP:

a. Inventory number

b. Individual inventory score

4. Individual overall effectiveness score

Compute elementary scores. The "Compute Elementary Scores"

process computes the effectiveness scores for all elementary

and dummy work groups included in the analysis. The follow-

ing information is computed and outputed from this process

for each elementary and dummy work group:

1. Work group code

2. Work group sample size

3. For each attitudinal variable in the OAP:

a. Attitudinal variable number

b. Variable score sample mean (VE)

c. Variable score sample standard deviation

(S v)

d. A count of the number of individuals in the

work group that provided valid response (NVE)

4. For each factor measured by the OAP (including

job enrichment factors)

a. Factor number

b. Factor score sample mean (FE)

c. Factor score sample standard deviation (SFE)

d. A count of the number of individuals in the

work group that had a valid factor score computed (NFE)
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5. For each inventory within the OAP:

a. Inventory number

b. Inventory score sample mean (fE )

c. Inventory score sample standard deviation

(SIE)

d. A count of the number of individuals in the

work group that had a valid inventory score computed (NIE)

6. Overall effectiveness score sample mean (UE)

7. Overall effectiveness score sample standard

deviation (SOE)

8. A count of the number of individuals in the work

group that had a valid overall effectiveness score computed

(NOE)

The following formulas are used to compute the above

variables:

Z(IVR )
(5) VE N=I'VE

ssvE _ NVE X V
(6) SVE I (NvEI)

(7) SSVE =(IVRj) 2

The above summations are from j = 1 to NVE.

Z(IFS )
(8) E FE

SSFE - N x 7
(9) SFE (NEEl)
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(10) SSFE = E(IFS. ) 2

The above summations are from j = 1 to NFE.

z(IISj)(11) 'E - I~
E N IE

SSIE - NIE x IYE
(12) SIE = (NIEI)

(13) SSIE = Z(IIS.) 2

The above summations are from j 1 to NIE.

E(IOES.)
(14) UE = NOE

SS0 E  N0 x 0E2
(15) S0E = (NOE E

OE j (N OE- 1)

(16) SSOE = E(IOES.)2

The above summations are from j = 1 to NOE,

where: IVR. refers to the individual variable response for

the jth individual in the work group.

IFS. refers to the individual factor score for the

jth individual in the work group.

IIS refers to the individual inventory score for

the jth individual in the work group.

IOES refers to the individual overall effectiveness

score for the jth individual in the work group.
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Compute aggregate scores. The "Compute Aggregate Scores"

process computes the effectiveness scores for all aggregate

and consolidated work groups included in the analysis. The

following information is computed and outputed from the

process for each aggregate and consolidated work group:

1. Work group code

2. Work group sample size

3. For each attitudinal variable in the OAP:

a. Variable number

b. Variable score sample mean (VA)

c. Variable score sample standard deviation

(SVA)

d. A count of the number of individuals in the

work group that provided valid response (NVA)

4. For each factor measured by the OAP (including

job enrichment factors):

a. Factor number

b. Factor score sample mean (FA)

c. Factor score sample standard deviation (SFA)

d. A count of the number of individuals in the

work group that had a valid factor score computed (NFA)

5. For each inventory within the OAP:

a. Inventory number

b. Inventory score sample mean (I

c. Inventory score sample standard deviation

(SIA)
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d. A count of the number of individuals in the

work group that had a valid inventory score computed (NIA)

6. Overall effectiveness score sample mean (OA)

7. Overall effectiveness score sample standard

deviation (SOA)

8. A count of the number of individuals in the work

group that had a valid overall effectiveness score computed

(NOA)

9. A count of the number of elementary or dummy

work groups within the aggregate or consolidated work

group (NWG)

The following formulas are used to compute the above

variables:

EIVE i X NVE i
(17) VA =NV

NVA

SSA- N v- V
(18) SVA = (NVA_-)

(19) SSVAff E[(S 2  
)x (N i-1) + (V2)x(NvE)]

AVi 1 ~ 1i 1E

(20) N VA = Z(NVE i )

i

Z EFE x NFE]
(21) FA -

A NFA

SSFA - NFA x '

(22) SFA - (NFA _)

(23) SSFA _ E(S 2  )x(N -1) + (F2 )x(N A
A FEii FE i FEi
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(24) NFA = E(NFE )

(5Ei x NIE
(25) TA= 1N I

A NIA

SSIA - NIA '

(26) SIA = (NIAI)

(27) SSIA = Z[(S2E i ) x (NI~ -1) + (YTi)x(NiE)]
1 EI i 1 E 1

(28) NIA = )IA (N IE i

6 [OEi x NOE ]
(29) "A = NOA

OASSS0A -N0 2'
(30) SOA = SSoA 6A

(NOA-l)

(31) SSOA = E[(S2Ei)X(NoE -1) + (i)x(NoE)
1 Ei O i 1 E i

(32) NOA = E(NoE)

All of the above summations are from i = 1 to NWG,

where: VEi refers to the variable score sample mean for the

ith elementary work group within the aggregate work

group.

NVEi refers to the number of individuals in the ith

elementary work group of the aggregate work group

that provided valid responses to the variable.

S VE refers to the variable score sample standard
i

deviation for the ith elementary work group within
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the aggregate work group.

FEi refers to the factor score sample mean for the

ith elementary work group within the aggregate work

group.

NFEi refers to the number of individuals in the ith

elementary work group of the aggregate work group

that had a valid factor score computed.

SFE refers to the factor score sample standard
i

deviation for the ith elementary work group within

the aggregate work group.

STE refers to the inventory score sample mean for
i

the ith elementary work group within the aggregate

work group.

NIE refers to the number of individuals in the ith
£

elementary work group of the aggregate work group

that had a valid inventory score computed.

S IE refers to the inventory score sample standard

deviation for the ith elementary work group within

the aggregate work group.

E refers to the overall effectiveness score sample

mean for the ith elementary work group within the

aggregate work group.
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NOE i refers to the number of individuals in the ith

elementary work group of the aggregate work group

that had a valid overall effectiveness score computed.

SOE i refers to the overall effectiveness score sam-

ple standard deviation for the ith elementary work

group within the aggregate work group.

Perform standards comparison. The "Perform Standards Com-

parison" process computes the differences between the

effectiveness scores for all work groups and the three

standards of comparison--Air Force average, similar work

group average, and organization average. A student's t-test

will be used to test the null hypothesis that the scores

are equal to the standards at the 95 percent confidence

level. If the test indicates no significant difference

exists, the difference between the score and the standard

will be indicated as zero. However, if the test indicates

that there is a significant difference between the score

and the standard, the actual difference will be computed.

The consolidated and dummy work group scores will

not be compared against the similar work group standards,

since no standards are maintained for these supplemental

work groups. The scores for the supplemental work groups

are considered to be the similar work group standard; conse-

quently, the difference between the supplemental work group

scores and the similar work group standard will always be
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zero. The differences between the supplemental work group

scores and the Air Force and organization average will be

computed the same as the other work groups.

The input to this process (organization effective-

ness scores) consists of the outputs from the three previous

processes (Calculate Individual Scores, Calculate Elementary

Scores, and Calculate Aggregate Scores). This input is also

input into the OAP DBMS and used to update the data bases.

The output of the process consists of the following

information for each work group evaluated by the system:

1. Work group code

( 2. Work group sample size

3. For each attitudinal variable in the OAP:

a. Variable number

b. Variable score sample mean

c. Variable score sample standard deviation

d. A count of the number of individuals in the

work group that provided valid response

4. For each factor measured by the OAP (iLcluding

job enrichment factors):

a. Factor number

b. Factor score sample mean

c. Factor score sample standard deviation

d. A count of the number of individuals in the

work group that had a valid factor score computed
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5. For each inventory within the OAP:

a. Inventory number

b. Inventory score sample mean

c. Inventory score sample standard deviation

d. A count of the number of individuals in the

work group that had a valid inventory score computed

6. Overall effectiveness score sample mean

7. Overall effectiveness score sample standard

deviation

8. A count of the number of individuals in the work

group that had a valid overall effectiveness score computed

9. The difference between each mean score computed

(variable, factor, inventory, and overall effectiveness)

and the three standards of comparison (Air Force, similar

work group, and organization), if there is a significant

difference at the 95 percent confidence level.

In addition to the above, the individual scores output from

the Compute Individual Scores process are also included in

the output from this process. This information is required

to compute frequency distributions in later processes.

Prepare Analysis Reports

The "Prepare Analysis Reports" process uses the

organization evaluation data output from the previous pro-

cess to prepare the various analysis reports. The reports

to be prepared are specified by the management consultants

in the Analysis Report Control Cards. These cards also
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specify the level of the organization at which the reports

are to be prepared.

This process was divided into six sub-processes (see

Figure 14):

1. Print comparison report

2. Print demographic report

3. Print organization summary

4. Print detailed summary

5. Print strengths and weaknesses report

6. Print distribution report

Print comparison report. The "Print Comparison Report"

process prints the OAP Comparison Analysis Report. The

work groups which are included in the report are determined

by the level of analysis specified on the OAP Comparison

Analysis Report Option Card.

Print demographic report. The "Print Demographic Report"

process prints the OAP Demographic Analysis Report for each

work group specified by the level of analysis on the OAP

Demographic Analysis Report Option Card. The work groups

must also satisfy the frequency limits specified on the

option card.

Print organization summary. The "Print Organization

Summary" process prints the OAP Organization Summary.
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Print detailed summary. The "Print Detailed Summary" pro-

cess prints the OAP Detailed Summary for each work group

specified by the level of analysis specified on the OAP

Detailed Summary Option Card. The work groups must also

satisfy the frequency limits specified on the option card.

Print strengths and weaknesses report. The "Print Strengths

and Weaknesses Report" process identifies the potential

strengths and weaknesses for all work groups specified by

the level of analysis option on the Potential Strengths and

Weaknesses Report Option Card. The criteria specified on

the option card will be used to identify the potential

strengths and weaknesses. The process will then produce the

Potential Strengths and Weaknesses Report. The work groups

in the report must also satisfy the frequency limits speci-

fied on the option card.

Print distribution report. The "Print Distribution Report"

process produces the Work Group Distribution Report.

SYSTEM OUTPUTS

The outputs of the OAP Analysis System are utilized

by management consultants in evaluating the organization.

The various reports which may be produced are:

1. OAP Comparison Analysis Report

2. OAP Demographic Analysis Report

3. OAP Organization Summary
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4. OAP Detailed Summary

5. Potential Strengths and Weaknesses Report

6. Work Group Distribution Report

OAP Comparison Analysis Report

The OAP Comparison Analysis Report performs a com-

parison of a particular parent work group with the set of

work groups that it is comprised of. The parent work group

must always be an aggregate or consolidated work group. The

set of work groups consists of the highest hierarchal level

of work groups that the parent is comprised of.

An illustration will help clarify what this report

accomplishes. Figure 15 illustrates a sample organization.

If the parent work group were aggregate work group I, the

report would perform a comparison of aggregate work groups

F, G, and H and elementary work group A with aggregate work

group I. If the parent work group were aggregate work

group G, the report would perform a comparison of elementary

work groups B2, D1, D2, and D3 with G.

This report is especially suited to performing com-

parisons within a work group along demographic lines. For

example, if it were desired to evaluate the differences

between officers and enlisteds in work group "El" (assume

only officers and enlisteds are in the work group), two

dummy work groups could be created--one containing all

officer members of "El" (called "ElO") and one containing

all enlisted members of "El" (called "ElE"). A consolidated
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work group could then be created (called "CWG") to consist

of the two dummy work groups. If the comparison report were

prepared for the consolidated work group "CWG", it would

compare the two dummy work groups--"E1O" and "E1E"--with

"CWG" (which is the original work group "El").

The contents of the report are as follows:

1. Name of the parent work group

2. Sample size of the parent work group

3. For each subordinate work group:

a. Name of the work group

b. Sample size of the work group

4. Overall effectiveness score sample mean for the

parent work group

5. For each inventory within the OAP:

a. Inventory name

b. Inventory score sample mean for the parent

work group

6. For each factor measured by the OAP (including

job enrichment factors):

a. Factor name

b. Factor number

c. Factor score sample mean for the parent

work group

7. For each attitudinal variable within the OAP:

a. Variable name

b. Variable number
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c. Variable score sample mean for the parent

work group

8. For every mean score computed for the parent

work group (overall effectiveness, inventory, factor, and

variable), the difference between the mean score and the

corresponding mean scores for the subordinate work groups

at the 95 percent confidence level.

OAP Demographic Analysis Report

The OAP Demographic Analysis Report describes the

demographic characteristics of a particular work group. The

contents of the report are as follows:

1. Name of the work group

2. Sample size of the work group

3. For each demographic variable within the OAP:

a. Variable name

b. Frequency distribution

The frequency distribution for each demographic

variable includes:

1. Description of each value of the demographic

variable (only for demographic variables in Demographic Sec-

tions I and II of the OAP)

2. Value of the variable

3. Absolute frequency of each value

4. Relative frequency (percentage) for each value

5. Adjusted frequency (eliminating "not applicable",

"don't know", invalid, and missing responses)
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6. Cumulative adjusted relative frequency

OAP Organization Summary

The OAP Organization Summary provides a brief summary

of an organization's effectiveness in terms of its overall

Ffectiveness score sample mean and inventory score sample

means. The contents of the report are as follows:

1. Name of the organization

2. Sample size of the organization

3. Overall effectiveness score sample mean for the

organization, sample standard deviation, and 95 percent con-

fidence interval

( 4. For each inventory within the OAP:

a. Inventory name

b. Inventory score sample mean for the organi-

zation

c. Ninety-five percent confidence interval for

the inventory score sample mean

d. Inventory score sample standard deviation

5. For each elementary work group within the

organization:

a. Work group name

b. Work group sample size

c. Inventory score sample means for all inven-

tories within the OAP
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d. Overall effectiveness score sample mean

(These work groups are listed in ascending order by the

work group's overall effectiveness score sample mean.)

OAP Detailed Summary

The OAP Detailed Summary provides a detailed descrip-

tion of a work group's effectiveness in terms of its overall

effectiveness score sample mean, inventory score sample

means, factor score sample means, and variable score sample

means. The contents of the report are as follows:

1. Work group name

2. Work group sample size

k 3. Overall effectiveness score sample mean

4. Overall effectiveness score sample standard

deviation

5. For each inventory within the OAP:

a. Inventory name

b. Inventory score sample mean

c. Inventory score sample standard deviation

6. For each factor measured by the OAP (including

job enrichment factors):

a. Factor name

b. Factor score sample mean

c. Factor score sample standard deviation

7. For each attitudinal variable within the OAP:

a. Variable name

b. Variable score sample mean
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c. Variable score sample standard deviation

d. Frequency distribution of the variable

responses

8. For every mean score computed, the difference

between the mean score and the Air Force, similar work group,

and organization mean scores at the 95 percent confidence

level.

Potential Strengths and

Weaknesses Report

The Potential Strengths and Weaknesses Report

describes the potential strengths and weaknesses of a par-

( ticular work group. Two formats of the report are avail-

able. Only one of the formats may be selected. These

formats are:

1. Factor format

2. Variable format

The factor format report describes the potential strengths

and weaknesses of the work group in terms of factor scores.

The variable format of the report describes the potential

strengths and weaknesses in terms of variable scores. The

contents of both formats of the report are as follows:

1. Work group name

2. Description of the criteria used to identify

the potential strengths and weaknesses

3. List of the identified potential strengths in

descending order by score sample mean
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4. List of the identified potential weaknesses in

ascending order by score sample mean

Each potential strength and weakness is identified

by name, number, and score sample mean.

Work Group Distribution Report

The Work Group Distribution Report contains a list

of all c.4 the work groups analyzed during a particular

evaluation of an organization. The report includes the

foilowing items:

1. Name of the organization

2. For every work group that was evaluated (includes

znsolidated and dummy work groups):

a. Work group name

b. Work group code

c. Work group sample size
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Chapter 4

SYSTEM DESIGN SPECIFICATION

The objective of this chapter is to refine the

requirement specifications for the OAP Analysis System

described in the previous chapter. This will be accomplished

by presenting a system level design of the inputs, processes,

and outputs of the OAP Analysis System.

The data files used by the system and the inter-

(mediate data files generated by the system are described in

terms of the logical file structure. The card inputs are

described in terms of card layouts. The analysis reports

which are outputed from the system are described in terms of

printer layouts. Finally, the processes involved in the

system are refined to reflect the system level design.

SYSTEM INPUTS

As described in the previous chapter, the major

inputs to the OAP Analysis System consist of:

1. Survey Responses

2. Analysis Identification Cards

3. Work Group Control Cards

4. Analysis Report Control Cards

5. OAP Structure Data Base

6. OAP Data Base System
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Survey Responses

The format of the survey responses is determined

by the format of the optical scan response sheet currently

being developed (Ovalle, Note 9). No further description

of the format of the survey responses is required.

Analysis Identification Cards

The Analysis Identification Cards consist of three

types of cards (see Figure 16):

1. Identification Card

2. Supplemental Variable Cards (optional)

3. End Card

Identification card. The Identification Card describes the

organization being evaluated and the OAP survey version used

during the analysis. The format of the card is as follows:

CC Content

1-5 "IDENT"

10-15 Date of analysis (DDMMYY)

20-22 OAP Survey Version

25-27 Base Code of the base (organization being

evaluated)

30-31 Major Command Code

Supplemental variable cards. The Supplemental Variable

Cards describe the supplemental variables used with the par-

ticular OAP version during the analysis. These cards are
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optional; however, if supplemental variables were used with

the survey, these cards are required. One Supplemental

Variable Card is required for each supplemental variable

(maximum of twenty) used with the survey. The format for

the card is as follows:

CC Content

1-4 "SUPP"

10-12 Attitudinal variable number associated with

the supplemental variable

15-17 Relative position of the supplemental vari-

able within the OAP survey version

End card. The End Card specifies the end of the Analysis

Identification Cards. The format of the card is as follows:

CC Content

1-3 "END"

Work Group Control Cards

The Work Group Control Cards consist of two optional

sets of cards: Consolidated Work Group Cards and Dummy Work

Group Cards.

Consolidated work group cards. The Consolidated Work Group

Cards consist of three types of cards (see Figure 17):

1. Consolidated Work Group Identification Card

2. Work Group Cards

3. End Card
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Consolidated Work Group Cards
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The Consolidated Work Group Identification Card

defines the consolidated work group. The format of the card

is as follows:

CC Contents

1-5 "CONSOL"

10-16 Consolidated work group code

30-69 Consolidated work group name

The Work Group cards define the set of work groups

that are to be consolidated. One Work Group Card is

required for each work group in the set. The format of the

card is as follows:

CC Contents

1-6 "WRKGRP"

10-16 Work group code

For each consolidated work group being created, there

must be one Consolidated Work Group Identification Card and

a corresponding set of Work Group Cards. The End Card is

used to indicate the end of the Consolidated Work Group

Cards. The format of the card is the same as previously

defined.

Dummy work group cards. The Dummy Work Group Cards consist

of three types of cards (see Figure 18):

1. Dummy Work Group Identification Card
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2. Demographic Category Cards

3. End Card

The Dummy Work Group Identification Card defines

the dummy work group being created. The format of the card

is as follows:

CC Contents

1-5 "DUMMY"

10-16 Dummy work group code

20-26 Base work group code

30-69 Dummy work group name

The Demographic Category Cards define the demo-

graphic categories which the dummy work group will be com-

prised of. For each demographic category (maximum of five),

one Demographic Category Card is required. The format of

the card is as follows:

CC Contents

1-6 "DEMCAT"

10-12 Demographic variable number

20-23 Minimum value of the demographic variable

(right-justified)

25-28 Maximum value of the demographic variable

(right-justified)--if a single value is used

to define the category, the maximum value

will be equal to the minimum value
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For each dummy work group created, there must be one

Dummy Work Group Identification Card and a corresponding set

of Demographic Category Cards. The End Card indicates the

end of the Dummy Work Group Cards.

Analysis Report Control Cards

The Analysis Report Control Cards consists of nine

types of cards (see Figure 19):

1. OAP Comparison Analysis Report Option Card

2. OAP Demographic Report Option Card

3. OAP Organization Summary Option Card

4. OAP Detailed Summary Option Card

5. Potential Strengths and Weaknesses Option Card

6. Work Group Distribution Report Option Card

7. Work Group Cards

8. Last Work Group Card

9. End Card

The OAP Comparison Analysis Report Option Card must

be specified if the OAP Comparison Analysis Report is to be

prepared. The format for the card is as follows:

CC Contents

1-7 "COMPRPT"

10-10 Level of organization analysis

"0"--organization level

"A"--all aggregate/consolidated work

groups
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"S"--selected aggregate/consolidated

work groups

If the OAP Comparison Analysis Report Option Card

specifies the selected aggregate/consolidated work groups

level of analysis, the option card must be immediately

followed by a set of Work Group Cards (same forl~at as pre-

viously defined). One Work Group Card must be specified for

each aggregate/consolidated work group in the set. At the

end of the set of Work Group Cards, the Last Work Group

Card must be specified to indicate the end of the set of

work groups. The format for that card is as follows:

CC Contents

1-6 "LASTWG"

The OAP Demographic Report Option Card must be

specified if the OAP Demographic Analysis Report is to be

prepared. The format for the card is as follows:

CC Contents

1-7 "DEMRPT"

10-10 Level of organization analysis

"O"--organization level

"A"--all work groups level

"S"--selected work groups level

20-22 Frequency limits (right justified)
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If the OAP Demographic Report Option Card specifies

the selected work groups level of analysis, the option card

must be immediately followed by a set of Work Groups Cards.

One Work Group Card must be specified for each work group

included in the set. At the end of the set of Work Group

Cards, the Last Work Group Card must be specified to indi-

cate the end of the set of work groups.

The OAP Organization Summary Option Card must be

specified if the OAP Organization Summary is to be prepared.

The format for the card is as follows:

CC Contents

1-6 "ORGRPT"

The OAP Detailed Summary Option Card must be speci-

fied if the OAP Detailed Summary is to be prepared. The

format for the card is as follows:

CC Contents

1-6 "DETSUM"

10-10 Level of organization analysis

"O"--organization level

"A"--all work groups level

"S"--selected work groups level

20-22 Frequency limits (right-justified)
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As with the other option cards, if the specified

work groups level is indicated, the option card must be

followed by a set of Work Group Cards and the Last Work

Group Card. A maximum of twenty work groups may be speci-

fied.

The Potential Strengths and Weaknesses Report Option

Card must be specified if the Potential Strengths and Weak-

nesses Report is to be prepared. The format of the card is

as follows:

CC Contents

1-7 "STRWEAK"

10-10 Level of organization analysis

"0"--organization level

"A"--all work groups level

"S"--selected work groups level

20-22 Frequency limits (right-justified)

25-25 Report Format

"F"--factor format

"V"--variable format

30-32 Strengths and weaknesses criteria

"STD"--standard deviation criteria

"CUT"--cut-off score criteria

"TOP"--top-ten bottom-ten criteria

35-36 Mean score (for standard deviation criteria)

"AF"--Air Force mean
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"WG"--similar work group mean

"OR"--organization mean

40-42 Number of standard deviations (for standard

deviation criteria)--F3.1

50-53 Strength cut-off score (for cut-off score

criteria)--F4.2

55-58 Weakness cut-off score (for cut-off score

criteria)--F4.2

As with the other option cards, if the specified work

groups level is indicated, the option card must be followed

by a set of Work Group Cards and the Last Work Group Card.

A maximum of twenty work groups may be specified.

The Work Group Distribution Report Option Card must

be specified if the Work Group Distribution Report is to be

prepared. The format of the card is as follows:

CC Contents

1-7 "DISRPT"

An End Card is placed after the last option card (or

Last Work Group Card, if a set of work groups are associated

with the last option card) to indicate the end of the Analy-

sis Report Control Cards.

OAP Structure Data Base

The OAP Structure Data Base consists of five separate

files:
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1. Survey Version File

2. Inventory File

3. Factor File

4. Demographic Variable File

5. Attitudinal Variable File

The interrelationships among these files was illustrated in

Chapter 3 (see Figure 10).

Survey version file. The logical record format for the

Survey Version File is given in Table 1. The file is an

indexed sequential file. The file is sorted in ascending

survey version number order. The file access key is the

survey version number.

The variable list described in Table 1 (positions

562-1236) is a sequential list of all variables (demographic

and attitudinal) identified with a particular survey version

(supplemental variables are not included). The variables

are listed in the order in which they appear on the survey

response sheet. Responses which are not used have a zero

in the corresponding position in the variable list.

Inventory file. The logical record format for the Inventory

File is given in Table 2. The Inventory File is an indexed

sequential file. The file is sorted in ascending inventory

number order. The file access key is the inventory number.
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Factor file. The logical record format for the Factor File

is given in Table 3. The Factor File is an indexed sequen-

tial file. The file is sorted in ascending factor number

order. The file access key is the factor number.

Demographic variable file. Table 4 describes the logical

record format for the Demographic Variable File. The file

is an indexed sequential file and is sorted in ascending

demographic variable number order. The file access key is

the demographic variable number.

Attitudinal variable file. Table 5 describes the logical

record format for the Attitudinal Variable File. The file

is an indexed sequential file and is sorted in ascending

attitudinal variable number order. The file access key is

the attitudinal variable number.

OAP Data Base System

The OAP Data Base System consists of four smaller

data bases:

1. Analysis Code Data Base

2. OAP Historical Response Data Base

3. OAP Historical Organization Scores Data Base

4. OAP Work Group Standards Data Base

Analysis code data base. The Analysis Code Data Base con-

sists of three indexed sequential files: Base Code File,

Major Command File, and Work Group Code File.
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The logical record format of the Base Code File is

described in Table 6. The file is sorted in ascending base

code order and the base code is the file access key.

The format of the Major Command Code File is described

in Table 7. The file is sorted in ascending major command

code order. The major command code is the file access key.

Table 8 describes the format of the Work Group Code

File. The file is sorted in ascending work group code order.

The work group code is the file access key.

OAP historical response data base. The OAP Historical

Response Data Base contains a historical collection of the

individual scores for all organizations evaluated by the OAP

Analysis System. The data base consists of two types of

records: Header Record and Individual Scores Record.

The records in the data base are ordered in ascending

data order (analysis date). All individuals for a given

base and a given time are grouped together. These scores

are preceded by a Header Record.

The format of the Header Record is described in

Table 9. The Header Record describes the format of the

Individual Scores Record and contains information common to

the scores for a given survey administration.

The inventory list (positions 1208-1257 in the

Header Record) describes the inventories within the particu-

lar OAP version. The factor list (positions 0708-1207)
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Table 6

Base Code File Record

Positions Data Names Length Type

001-003 Base Code 003 N
004-043 Base name 040 A/N

Table 7

Major Command Code File Record

Positions Data Names Length Type

001-002 Major command code 002 N
003-042 Major command name 040 A/N

Table 8

Work Group Code File Record

Positions Data Names Length Type

001-007 Work group code 007 A/N
008-047 Work group name 040 A/N
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describes the factors measured by the OAP version. The

factors are listed in inventory order. All factors measured

by the first inventory in the inventory list are listed

first in the factor list. Factors from the second inventory

are listed next and so on.

The variable list (positions 0028-0702) describes

all of the variables measured by the OAP version (including

supplemental variables). The structure of the variable list

consists of four sections.

The first section describes the variables in Demo-

graphic Section I of the OAP (refer to OAP Physical Structure

(section in Chapter 3). The variables are listed in the order

in which they appear on the survey response sheet.

The second section describes the attitudinal vari-

ables that are standard for the particular survey version

(in other words, it does not describe supplemental variables).

The starting position of this section in the variable list

is identified by positions 0703-0704. The variables in this

section are listed in factor order. All variables measured

by the first factor in the factor list are listed first in

this section of the variable list. Variables from the

second factor are listed next and so on.

The structure of the inventory list, factor list,

and second section of the variable list are structured in

the manner described above to permit an easy association

between the variables and corresponding factors that they
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measure and between the factors and the corresponding

inventories that they are measured in. These associations

are needed in preparing the analysis reports.

The third section of the variable list describes the

supplemental variables (if any). The starting position of

this section in the variable list is identified by positions

0705-0707 in the Header Record. The supplemental variables

are listed in the order in which they appear on the survey.

The last section of the variable list describes the

variables that correspond to the Demographic Sections II and

III in the OAP. This section always begins in the 200th

position in the variable list. This is because Demographic

Section II of the OAP begins with the 200th response. The

variables in this section are listed in the order in which

they appear on the survey response sheet. If all of the

responses are not used, the corresponding positions in the

variable list are left empty (zero).

The job enrichment factor list (positions 1618-1647)

describes the factor numbers associated with the six job

enrichment factors (if they are measured). The factor num-

bers are listed in the following sequence: skill variety,

task identity, task significance, job feedback, task

autonomy, and need for enrichment.

The job enrichment variable list describes the

variables associated with the job enrichment factors. As

with the variable list, the variables in the job enrichment
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variable list are listed in job enrichment factor order.

The variables for the skill variety factor are listed first,

task identity factor second, task significance third, and

so on. Rather than containing the actual variable number,

the job enrichment variable list contains a pointer to the

position in the variable list where the variable number is

located. This structure was necessary because the variables

which measure the job enrichment factors are also used to

measure the factors in the factor list; consequently,

structuring the list in this manner eliminated the need to

carry duplicate scores for the variables in the Individual

Scores Record.

The format of the Individual Scores Record is pre-

sented in Table 10. The variable responses were broken into

five lists because of the variance in the size of the

responses. The order of the responses in the lists, however,

is the same as presented in the variable list in the Header

Record. The factor scores, inventory scores, and job

enrichment factor scores are also in the same order as indi-

cated by their corresponding lists in the Header Record.

OAP historical organization scores data base. The OAP His-

torical Organization Scores Data Base contains a historical

collection of the work group scores for all organizations

evaluated by the system. The data base is also constructed

of two types of records: Header Record and Work Group

Scores Record.
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The records in the data base are ordered in ascend-

ing date order. All work group scores for a given base at

a given time are grouped together. The set of work group

scores are preceded by a Header Record.

The format of the Header Record is the same as

described in the previous section. The format of the Work

Group Scores Record is presented in Table 11.

The Work Group Scores Record contains only the atti-

tudinal variable scores. Information concerning the demo-

graphics of the work group must be obtained from the Indi-

vidual Scores Records for that work group. The variable

scores within the Work Group Scores Record are listed in the

same relative position as the variable responses are in the

variable list I of the Individual Scores Record. The first

several variable scores in the variable score list will

probably not be used because they correspond to demographic

variables (Demographic Section I of the OAP). It was neces-

sary to structure the list in this manner because of the

variable number of the demographic variables in Demographic

Section I. It is possible that the section may not contain

any variables.

The variable NV in the variable score list refers

to the number of individuals in the work group that provided

a valid response to the corresponding variable. The vari-

ables NF, NI, and NO refer to the number of individuals in

the work group that had valid factor, inventory, and overall
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effectiveness scores computed, respectively. Variable NMPS

refers to the number of individuals in the work group that

had a valid MPS computed.

OAP work group standards data base. The OAP Work Group

Standards Data Base consists of two separate files: Overall

Effectiveness/Inventory Standards File and the Factor/

Variable Standards File.

The data base requires separate files because the

overall effectiveness score and the inventory scores are

computed using subjective weights (unlike the variable and

factor scores). The subjective weights are associated with

a particular version of the OAP. It was, therefore, neces-

sary to include the survey version number in the record key

for these standards so that the standard for a particular

inventory score or overall effectiveness score would be com-

puted using only those scores which were computed using the

same subjective weights.

The formats of the Overall Effectiveness Standard

Record and the Inventory Standard Record are presented in

Tables 12 and 13, respectively. In order to make the record

keys the same length (to avoid having three separate files),

a filler of zeroes was inserted in the record key for the

Overall Effectiveness Standard Record (positions 08-10). The

zeroes also serve to differentiate between ia Overall Effec-

tiveness Standard Record and an Inventory Standard Record.
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The variable N defined in both records refers to

the number of individuals within the data base for a given

work group and survey version that had a valid score (over-

all effectiveness or inventory) computed.

The Overall Effectiveness/Inventory Standards File

is an indexed sequential file and is sorted in ascending

record key order. The file access key is record key.

The Factor/Variable Standards File is also an indexed

sequential file. The formats for the Factor Standard Record

and the Variable Standard Record are presented in Tables 14

and 15, respectively. The only difference between the two

( records is the record type field (position 08). This field

is used to differentiate between the two record types.

The Factor/Variable Standards File is sorted in

ascending record key order and the record key serves as the

file access key.

SYSTEM PROCESSES

The major processes previously defined for the OAP

Analysis System are:

1. Validate Responses

2. Evaluate Responses

3. Prepare Analysis Reports

Validate Responses

The "Validate Responses" process was further divided

into four sub-processes:
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1. Scan Responses

2. Translate Responses

3. Validate Work Group Codes

4. Edit Responses

Until more information is available on the type of hardware

that will be used to optically read the survey response

wheets, nothing more can be said about the function of the

"Scan Responses" process. This section, therefore, will con-

centrate on the remaining three processes.

Translate responses. The input into the "Translate Responses"

process is also dependent upon the optical hardware and,

therefore, cannot be described at this time. The format of

the output of this process, however, is presented in

Table 16.

The variable responses were broken up into five sec-

tions because of the differing size of response. The

responses are listed in the order in which they appear on

the survey response sheet. Missing responses in all of the

sections will be coded as a zero response by this process.

Variable list I refers to the variables in Demo-

graphic Section T and the Attitudinal Section of the OAP.

The largest available response category for these variables

is seven. The "not applicable" response category will be

coded as an eight by the process and the "don't know" cate-

gory will be coded as a nine.
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Variable list II refers to the Demographic Section

II of the OAP. The largest available response category for

these variables is ten. The "not applicable" response will

be coded as an eleven and the "don't know" responses will be

coded as a twelve.

Variable lists III, IV, and V refer to the multi-

digit demographic variables in Demographic Section III of

the OAP. These variables do not have a "not applicable" or

a "don't know" response category available.

Validate work group codes. The "Validate Work Group Codes"

process will initially sort all of the Translated Response

Recorls from the previous process in ascending work group

code order. The process will then read each sorted record

and verify that the work group code has been defined in the

Work Group Code File. If the work group code is not found,

the process will write a message to the user indicating the

work group code and the sequence number associated with the

response.

After all of the records have been processed, the

process will allow the user to correct the work group codes

before continuing to the next process. If corrections are

made, all of the survey responses will have to be scanned and

translated again.

Once the user is satisfied with the results of this

process, the processing will proceed to the "Edit Responses"

process. The output of the "Validate Work Group Codes"
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process is in the same format as the Translated Response

Records, except that the records are now sorted by work

group code.

Edit responses. Once all of the input survey responses have

been verified to contain valid work group codes (or else

rejected), the "Edit Responses" process will ensure that

valid responses have been provided to the demographic vari-

ables.

The attitudinal variable responses do not have to

be edited since they are all required to be measured on a

( 7-point Likert scale and only seven response categories are

available in the Attitudinal Section of the OAP.

The demographic variables, on the other hand, may

not use all of the response categories available. In addi-

tion, the multi-digit demographic variables may have a

specific range of valid responses.

The "Edit Responses" process will determine the

valid range of each demographic variable used in the survey

from the Demographic Variable File within the OAP Structure

Data Base. This information will be placed in a table to be

referenced while editing each. response.

Once the range of each demographic variable has been

determined, each survey response will be checked to ensure

that only valid demographic responses have been given. In

the event that an invalid response is discovered, the
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response will be converted to zero and the invalid response

will be treated as a missing response.

The output of this process consists of all validated

responses and the format of each response record is the

same as the Translated Response Record in Table 16.

Evaluate Responses

The "Evaluate Responses" process was further divided

into four sub-processes.

1. Compute Individual Scores

2. Compute Elementary Scores

3. Compute Aggregate Scores

4. Perform Standards Comparison

Compute individual scores. Once all of the input responses

have been validated to ensure valid responses have been

given, the "Compute Individual Scores" process will compute

the factor scores, inventory scores, and overall effective-

ness score for each validated response.

The output of this process is in the same format as

defined earlier under the OAP Historical Response Data Base.

The data base consists of historical collection of the out-

put of this process.

The "Compute Individual Scores" process will ini-

tially prepare the Header Record (see Table 9). The inven-

tories, factors, and variables used in the analysis are

identified by the Survey Version File of the OAP Structure
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Data Base. If supplemental variables are used, they will

be defined by the Analysis Identification Cards. The unique

structure of the variable list discussed earlier is pre-

pared.

Once the Header Record has been prepared, each vali-

dated response is formatted into the Individual Scores

Record (see Table 10). The corresponding factor, inventory,

and overall effectiveness scores are computed using the

formulas described in Chapter 3. The scores are then stored

in the appropriate places in the Individual Scores Record.

If a particular factor score cannot be computed

because the respondent did not provide at least two valid

responses to the variables that determine the factor, the

factor score will be set equal to zero. The corresponding

inventory score that the factor score is used to compute is

also set equal to zero, as well as the overall effectiveness

score.

If a variable response is from a variable that was

negatively stated in the OAP survey version, the correspond-

ing response in the Individual Scores Record will be multi-

plied by minus one before being stored in the record. When

the variable response is used to compute a factor score,

the value of eight is added to the negative response prior

to being used to compute the factor score. This will effec-

tively convert the variable response to a normal scale.
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Upon completion of building all of the Individual

Scores Records, the processing will proceed to the "Compute

Elementary Scores" process.

Compute elementary scores. The "Compute Elementary Scores"

process aggregates the Individual Scores Records produced by

the previous process into elementary and dummy Work Group

Scores Records. The format of these records is the same as

the Work Group Scores Record (Table 11) described earlier.

The elementary and dummy work group scores will be

computed as follows. The process will maintain three running

totals for each variable response, factor score, inventory

score, and overall effectiveness score for the individuals

within a particular elementary or dummy work group: (1) sum

of the responses (or scores); (2) sum of the squared

responses (or scores); and (3) a count of the number of

individuals that provided a valid response (or score).

As each Individual Scores Record is processed for a

given work group, the three totals will be adjusted accord-

ingly. Only valid responses and scores will be added to the

totals. A valid response or score is identified as having

a value between one and seven, inclusively.

Once all of the Individual Scores Records for a

particular elementary work group have been entered into the

three totals, the work group scores sample means and sample

standard deviations will be computed using the formulas
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described in Chapter 3. The scores will then be stored in

the Work Group Scores Record and written out to the Elemen-

tary Scores File.

The above process will be repeated until all of the

elementary and dummy work groups have been processed.

Compute aggregate scores. The "Compute Aggregate Scores"

process aggregates the elementary and dummy Work Group Scores

Records from the previous process into aggregate and consoli-

dated Work Group Scores Records. The format of these

records is the same as the dummy and elementary Work Group

Scores Records.

The aggregate and consolidated work group scores will

be computed as follows. As in the previous process, three

running totals will be maintained for the elementary or

dummy work groups within a particular aggregate or cunsoli-

dated work group. The sample mean scores and sample stan-

dard deviation scores for the elementary and dummy work

groups are converted to a sum of responses (or scores) and

a sum of squared responses (or scores) using the formulas

from Chapter 3. The sum of responses (or scores), sum of

squared responses (or scores), and the number of individuals

that provided a valid response (or score) for the elementary

or dummy work group are then added to the three totals. By

doing this, the sample mean scores and sample standard

deviation scores for the aggregate and consolidated work
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groups will reflect the sample mean and standard deviation

for all individual responses within the aggregate or con-

solidated work group.

Once all of the elementary and '.unmy work groups

have been processed for a particular aggregate or consoli-

dated work group, the aggregate/consolidated work group

scores are computed using the formulas from Chapter 3, for-

matted into the Work Group Scores Record, and written out to

the Aggregate Scores File.

The above process is repeated until all of the

scores for all of the aggregate and consolidated work groups

have been computed and written out to the Aggregate Scores

File.

Perform standards comparison. Once all of the work group

scores have been computed for all elementary, dummy, aggre-

gate, and consolidated work groups, the "Perform Standards

Comparison" process will compare the work group scores

sample means to the three standards of comparison--Air Force,

similar work group, and organization.

The Air Force and similar work group standards are

maintained in the OAP Work Group Standards Data Base. The

organization standards were computed in the previous process

under the aggregate work group code of "0000000".

The format of the input to this process (Organiza-

tion Effectiveness Scores File) consists of the Header

Record prepared by the "Compute Individual Scores" process.
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This is followed by the Individual Scores Records also pro-

duced by the "Compute Individual Scores" process. The

elementary and dummy Work Group Scores Records produced by

the "Compute Elementary Scores" process are next. Finally,

the last group of records are the aggregate and consolidated

Work Group Scores Records produced by the "Compute Aggregate

Scores" process.

For each Work Group Scores Record, the scores for

the work group are compared to the three standards of com-

parison using the following test hypotheses:

1. H0 : 0 WG = PAF

H a: 14WG 'AF

2. H0 : WG = SWG

Ha: PWG " SWG

3. H0 : IWG = ORG

Ha: WG " ORG

where PWG refers to the population mean score for the work

group.

PAF refers to the population mean score for the Air

Force.

PSWG refers to the population mean score for all

similar work groups.
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PORG refers to the population mean score for the

organization.

If the results of a student's t-test indicates a

rejection of the null hypothesis at the .05 significance

level, the difference between the scores will be computed as

follows:

(1) A AF XWG - 7AF

(2) A SWG = XWG - XSWG

(3) AORG = XWG - XORG

where A AF refers to the difference between the work group

score and the Air Force standard.

LSWG refers to the difference between the work group

score and the similar work group standard.

AORG refers to the difference between the work group

score and the organization standard.

7WG refers to the work group score sample mean.

X AF refers to the Air Force score sample mean.

XSWG refers to the similar work group score sample

mean.

XORG refers to the organization score sample mean.
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The results of the comparisons will be formatted

into the Work Group Comparison Record. The format of this

record is presented in Table 17.

The output of this process (called Organization

Evaluation Data File) consists of the Header Record, all

Individual Scores Records, and, for each work group, the

Work Group Scores Record followed immediately by the Work

Group Comparison Record.

Prepare Analysis Reports

The "Prepare Analysis Reports" process formats the

information contained in the Organization Evaluation Data

File into the various analysis reports. The process consists

of six sub-processes:

1. Print Comparison Report

2. Print Demographic Report

3. Print Organization Summary

4. Print Detailed Summary

5. Print Strengths and Weaknesses Report

6. Print Distribution Report

Print comparison report. For each aggregate or consolidated

work group specified by the OAP Comparison Analysis Report

Option Card, the "Print Comparison Report" process will pre-

pare the OAP Comparison Analysis Report. An example of this

report is given in Figure 20.
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The process will initially determine those work

groups (,2alled sub-work groups) which are to be compared to

the parenc work group. Once the sub-work groups have been

identified, the scores for all of the sub-work groups will

be compared to the scores for the parent work group using

the following test hypothesis:

H: PWG = SWG

H a UPWG " SWG

where "PWG refers to the population mean score for the

parent work group.

USWG refers to the population mean score for the

sub-work group.

If the results of a student's t-test indicate a

rejection of the null hypothesis at the .05 significance

level, the difference between the scores will be computed as

follows:

(4) A = XSWG - XPWG

where A refers to the difference between the sub-work group

score and the parent work group score.

XSWG refers to the sub-work group score sample mean.

XpWG refers to the parent work group score sample

mean.
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If the results of the t-test indicate no significant

difference between the scores, the difference between the

scores will be set equal to zero. These differences are

then displayed in the comparison of work groups section of

the report. The differences were computed in this manner,

so that an analyst could easily go down the solumn pertain-

ing to a particular sub-work and identify those areas where

the sub-work group is stronger than the parent work group

(identified by a positive difference) and weaker than the

parent work group (negative difference).

The report format allows for a comparison of ten

sub-work groups to a page (due to space limitation). In the

event that more than ten sub-work groups are identified, the

remainder of the sub-work groups will be compared on subse-

quent pages of the report.

The results of the comparisons will be formatted

into the OAP Comparison Analysis Report. The top portion

of the report describes the parent work group and the sub-

work groups (maximum of ten). The names of the work groups

are obtained from the Work Group Code File.

The bottom portion of the report shows the results

of the comparison. The columns labeled "WG 01" to "WG 10"

contain the differences for the ten sub-work groups defined

at the top of the report. The column labeled "SCORE" refers

to the parent work group's score sample means.
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The sequence in which the scores are given in the

report is as follows. The scores for the standardized por-

tion of the OAP will be presented first. This refers to the

scores for the inventories, factors measured by them, and

variables contained in them. The variable scores are listed

under the factor that they measure. The factor scores are

listed under the inventory that they are measured in. This

format is produced easily given the unique structure of the

inventory list, factor list, and variable list within the

Work Group Scores Record.

The scores for the supplemental variables will be

presented next. The scores for the job enrichment factors

k will then be presented. The bottom line of the report

presents the overall effectiveness score.

The names of the inventories, factors, and variables

shown on the left side of the report are obtained from the

OAP Structure Data Base.

Print demographic report. The "Print Demographic Report"

process will prepare the OAP Demographic Analysis Report for

each work group specified by the level of analysis on the

OAP Demographic Analysis Option Card. The work groups must

also satisfy the frequency limits specified on the option

card. An example of the report is given in Figure 21.

The process will use as its input the Individual

Scores Records within the Organization Evaluation Data File.

For each value of each demographic variable within the OAP
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version, an accumulator variable will be used to maintain

the absolute frequency of re *, nse. The Individual Scores

Records for all individuals within the work group will be

processed and the appropriate accumulator variables will be

incremented.

Once the information from each individual in the

work group has been processed, the relative frequency,

adjusted frequency, and cumulative adjusted frequency for

each value of each demographic variable will be computed

using the following formulas:

(5) RFi = ! x 100.0
13 TF.i3

F..

(6) AFij = x 100.0
3

(7) CFij = EAFkj

The above summation is from k = 1 to i.

Where RFij refers to the relative frequency of the ith

value of the jth demographic variable.

Fij refers to the absolute frequency of the ith

value of the jth demographic variable.

TF. refers to the total frequency for the jth demo-

graphic variable.

AFij refers to the adjusted frequency of the ith

value of the jth demographic variable. AFij is not
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computed if the ith value is "not applicable",

"don't know", or missing.

TVF. refers to the total valid frequency for the3

jth demographic variable. TVF. does not include

"not applicable", "don't know", and missing values.

CF.. refers to the cumulative adjusted frequency for13

the ith value of the jth demographic variable. CFij

is not computed if the ith value is "not applicable",

"don't know", or missing.

Once all of the above frequencies have been computed,

the information is formatted into the report. The descrip-

tion of each value of the demographic variable will be

printed on the report if it has been previously defined in

the Demographic Variable File of the OAP Structure Data Base.

The name of the demographic variable will also be obtained

from the Demographic Variable File. The title of the wc.

group will be obtained from the Work Group Code File within

the Analysis Code Data Base (a part of the OAP Data Base

System).

Print organization summary. The "Print Organization Summary"

process prepares the OAP Organization Summary Report. An

example of the report is given in Figure 22. The process

will use as its primary input the Work Group Scores Records

within the Organization Evaluation Data File.
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The process will initially locate the Work Group

Scores Record that corresponds to the overall organization.

This will be the record with a work group code of all zeroes

("0000000"). Once the record has been found, the process

will compute 95 percent confidence intervals for the overall

effectiveness score and each inventory score using the

student's t-distribution. The resultant confidence inter-

vals will then be outputed in the organization summary at

the top of the report. The names of the inventories will

be obtained from the Inventory File of the OAP Structure

Data Base.

Once the organization summary has been prepared, the

work group code, work group sample size, inventory scores,

and overall effectiveness scores for each elementary work

group within the organization will be extracted from the

Work Group Scores Records. This information will be placed

in a temporary storage file and sorted in ascending overall

effectiveness score order.

After the scores have been sorted, the information

for each work group will be formatted into the work group

summary at the bottom of the report. The name of each

elementary work group is obtained from the Work Group Code

File.

The sorting of the work groups by overall effective-

ness score will allow the analyst to readily identify those
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work groups that potentially need attention the most (these

work groups will be listed at the top of the list).

Print detailed summary. The "Print Detailed Summary" pro-

cess will prepare the OAP Detailed Analysis Report for each

work group specified by the level of analysis on the OAP

Detailed Summary Option Card. The work groups must also

satisfy the frequency limits specified on the option card.

An example of this report is presented in Figure 23.

The process will use as inputs the Individual Scores

Records, Work Group Scores Records, and Work Group Compari-

son Records.

For each work group to be processed, the process will

k identify those Individual Scores Records that pertain to the

work group and build frequency distribution tables for each

value of each attitudinal variable. Once the frequency dis-

tribution tables have been prepared, the information will be

used with the information in the Work Group Scores Record

and Work Group Comparison Record to format the report.

The columns labeled "DIST AF STD", "DIST WRKGRP STD",

and "DIST ORG STD" contain the results of the comparison of

the work group scores and the three standards of comparison

(found in the Work Group Comparison Record). A positive

value indicates that the work group score is significantly

better than the standard score. A negative score indicates

that the work group score is significantly lower than the

standard.
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The columns labeled "SCORE" and "STD DEV" refer to

the score sample mean and sample standard deviation for the

corresponding overall effectiveness, inventory, factor, or

variable score.

The column labeled "VALID FREQ" refers to the vari-

ables NV, NF, NI, and NMPS in the Work Group Scores Record.

The sequence in which the scores are given on the

report is the same as described earlier for the OAP Compari-

son Analysis Report.

Print strengths and weaknesses report. The "Print Strengths

and Weaknesses Report" process will prepare the Potential

Strengths and Weaknesses Report for each work group specified

by the level of analysis on the Potential Strengths and Weak-

nesses Report Option Card. The work groups must also satisfy

the frequency limits specified on the option card. An

example of the report is presented in Figure 24.

The process will use as its primary input the Work

Group Scores Records for each work group for which the report

is to be prepared. The process will initially identify the

criteria specified to be used to identify the potential

strengths and weaknesses. This information is obtained from

the option card. The process will then determine whether

factor or variable potential strengths and weaknesses are to

be identified from the format field on the option card.

If the standard deviation criteria is specified, the

mean score to be used (from the option card) will be
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identified. For each variable (or factor, depending upon

the format), a strength cut-off score and a weakness cut-off

sc3re will be computed using the following formulas:

(8) SCS. = Xi + Si x SD

(9) WCSi = Xi - Si x SD

where SCSi refers to the strength cut-off score for the

ith variable (or factor).

X. refers to the standard score sample mean for the
1

ith variable (or factor).

Si refers to the standard score sample standard

deviation for the ith variable (or factor).

SD refers to the input number of standard deviations

(from the option card).

WCSi refers to the weakness cut-off score for the

ith variable (or factor).

Once the table of cut-off scores has been generated,

the scores for the work group will be compared against them.

If a score is above the corresponding strength cut-off score,

the variable (or factor) is identified as a potential

strength. If a score is below the corresponding weakness

cut-off score, the variable (or factor) is identified as a

potential weakness.
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For each potential strength and weakness, the abso-

lute value of the difference between the variable (or factor)

score and the corresponding cut-off score for the variable

(strength cut-off score for potential strengths and weakness

cut-off score for potential weaknesses) is computed. For

each potential strength, the difference and variable (or

factor) number and score are written out to a temporary file

(Potential Strengths File). The potential weaknesses are

similarly written out to the Potential Weaknesses File.

Both files are then sorted by the difference and then out-

puted to the report.

The sorting of the potential strengths and weaknesses

in this manner will cause the best potential strengths to be

listed first under the potential strengths section of the

report and the worst potential weaknesses to be listed first

under the potential weaknesses section.

If the criteria for selection of potential strengths

and weaknesses were the cut-off score criteria, the only

difference from the above process would be that only one

strength cut-off score and one weakness cut-off score would

be used, instead of a cut-off score for each variable (or

factor). The identified potential strengths and weaknesses

would then be sorted according to the distance from these

two cut-off scores.

If the top-ten bottom-ten criteria is specified,

all variables (or factors) would be sorted in descending
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variable (or factor) score order. The top ten variables

(or factors) would be identified as potential strengths and

listed on the report in descending score order. The vari-

ables (or factors) with the bottom ten scores would be

identified as potential weaknesses. These variables (or

factors) would be listed on the report in ascending score

order.

Print distribution report. The "Print Distribution Report"

process will prepare the Work Group Distribution Report. An

example of this report is presented in Figure 25.

The primary input into the process is the Work Group

Scores Records within the Organization Evaluation Data File.

For each work group evaluated by the system, the

process will extract the work group code and work group

sample size out of the Work Group Scores Record. The infor-

mation will then be placed in a temporary file and sorted in

ascending work group code order. The contents of the sorted

file will then be printed in the report. The work group

names will be obtained from the Work Group Code File. The

name of the organization printed at the top of the reports

is obtained using the base code from the Header Record and

the Base Code File.

The report indents the work groups to indicate the

hierarchal level of the organization in which the work groups

are located.
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Chapter 5

SUMMARY

The preceding chapters presented the requirements,

specifications, and system level design for a proposed OAP

Analysis System. The system was designed to satisfy the

requirements of the users of the system--that is, to be able

to analyze an organization in such a way that management

consultants can be directed to potential problem areas. The

proposed system accomplishes this objective and will save the

(consultants vast amounts of time during the diagnostic

phase. The system was not designed to identify the strengths

and weaknesses. No automated system could accomplish this

objective. Rather, the system was designed to identify

potential strengths and weaknesses of organizations. The

reports produced by the system will assist the consultants

in focusing their attention on the potential problems.

In addition, adaptability and flexibility were

designed into the system. The key to the adaptability and

flexibility of the system is the system's capability to

receive survey responses from a wide range of survey struc-

tures. The system is not tied to a particular survey instru-

ment; consequently, the analysis of an organization can be

tailored more to the specific needs and problems of the

organization.
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER DEVELOPMENT

The design of the system presented in this report is

only the first phase of the development effort. There is

a need for a continuation of the development cycle so that

the potential of the system can be utilized. The following

sections describe briefly what the next steps in the develop-

ment cycle should be.

Detailed Design

This document provided the system level design for

the OAP Analysis System. The next step in the development

cycle is the detailed design. During this phase, the system

level design should be refined even further. The modules

within the various processes of the system should be defined

and the relationships among them.

The algorithms for each of the modules should be

developed in detail. It is suggested that the processing

within the modules be described using a Program Design

Language (PDL). PDL is a structured english approach to

specifying the operation of a module.

Coding

If the detailed design phase were developed as sug-

gested above, the coding phase will merely require converting

the PDL to a higher-order language. The actual program lan-

guage to be used during the coding phase will not be
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specified; however, it is recommended that the language be

one that is easily converted from one computer to another,

as the system will probably be operational on more than one

computer. The programmer(s) responsible for the coding

effort should also be intimately familiar with the language

that is chosen.

The coding should be performed in a structured man-

ner. This will be easy to accomplish if the detailed

design was also developed in a structured manner. Addi-

tional adaptability and flexibility can be coded into the

program by developing code that can be easily modified. The

code should be developed with an understanding that it will

probably be changed at some later time.

Testing

The testing phase of the system development should

be accomplished concurrently with the coding phase. As a

particular module is written, it should be immediately tested

to ensure that it accomplishes its intended functions.

Since the OAP DBMS has not been developed, it will

be necessary to build test data bases using small samples of

the existing data bases used by the present system. Modules

will also have to be written which will build the OAP Struc-

ture Data Base.

The actual system test should be done in a relatively

small environment. If possible, the system could be tested

on the AFIT organization.
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Once the testing has been accomplished and it has

been verified that the system satisfies all of the require-

ments, the system should be turned over to LMDC for their

use. It is suggested that LMDC use the system in parallel

with their present system until they are satisfied that the

system will withstand the operational inputs and require-

ments.

Documentation

The following documentation should be developed

during the development of the system:

1. Detailed Design Specification Document

k 2. Programmer's Maintenance Manual

3. User's Manual

4. Operator's Manual (for computer operators)

These pieces of documentation should be considered integral

parts of the development effort and should not be prepared

as an afterthought.

Cyclic Development

It must be recognized that the development of the

remainder of the system will probably not proceed in a

straightforward fashion from detailed design to coding to

testing. Information will probably be discovered during the

detailed design phase that will affect the system level or

maybe even the specifications presented in this document.

If this occurs, one or the other will have to be modified.
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The specifications and system design presented in this docu-

ment are not sacred. It is expected that they will probably

be altered as more information is obtained; however, the

requirements for the system presented at the beginning of

Chapter 3 cannot be altered, unless it is determined that

in fact the system is not required to accomplish it. The

requirements, however, cannot be changed to satisfy the

design. The requirements stated in this document are those

functions that the system must achieve in order to be a

viable tool for management consultants.

This cyclic nature of the development was experienced

during the phases of development presented in this report.

After the specifications for the system were developed,

additional insight into the operation of the system was

achieved during the development of the system level design

that caused a modification to the specifications. These

changes are acceptable as long as the initial requirements

are satisfied.

Issues to Be Considered

The effect of the process by which factor scores are

computed when invalid responses are given to a particular

attitudinal variable needs to be studied. A validity study

should be initiated to determine the effect of using only'a

subset of the highly loaded variables in computing the

factor scores.
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The possibility of implementing the proposed system

using a data base management language should be investi-

gated.

A study should also be conducted to determine the

ideal subjective weights that should be used in computing

the inventory scores and the overall effectiveness score.

CONCLUSIONS

The development and implementation of this survey

feedback computer program package will provide Air Force

management consultants with an efficient and effective means

for summarizing the complexities and dynamics of the data

obtained from surveys such as the OAP. The flexibility and

timeliness of this program will provide a means for the con-

sultants to better serve commanders throughout the Air Force

and improve the overall effectiveness of the Air Force.
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